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II ere & There:

the View from o. 11, D .S.
We arc pleased to announce the
recipients of the Best Published
Author Award for 1968-1969. This
year the award is shared by two
po ts, Mr. William Butala and Mr.
Gary L. Brancae, both of whom have
been regular and quite good contributors to the Quarterly.

•

\Ve republish here a column printed
in II ere & There two years ago at
this time, as a restatement of
Qumterly policy, and as a closing
statement of the staff, a majority of
whom leave this year after three or
four years of participation in the
publication of the Quarterly. The
column went:
This is a time of extreme educational differentiation - a period in
which the university provides a narrowing of academic pursuits in order
to mold each man to fit perfectly his
special hole in the pegboard of secular society.
The college student, having cast
his lot, frequently finds himself in
the situation where his cliff rentiation
appears to legislate against literary
endeavors. This should not be the
case and, in fact, is not. The Quarterly's policy is to provide the greatest
opportunity possible for the development of talent and the publication of
one's efforts. And the Quarterly
stands or falls on this policy. And if
it falls, it will do so because it failed
to cope with this differentiation
which life demands of contemporary
students.
Hence, now and in the fu ture, the
Carroll QuaTterly will encourage each
man to step outside that pegboard
before he's unconsciously "pegged"
and express himself for the benefit

and pl asure of his community and
for the betterment of him elf.

•

On July 1, 1969, Charles Philip
ArtJ1ur George \Vind or, eldest son
of Elizabeth Alexandra ~Iary Windsor, by the Grace of God, of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
;'\lorthcrn Ireland and of the British
Dominions beyond the Seas, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, will be invested on a raised platform in the
inner comtyard of Cacrnarvon Ca tle,
\ Vale as Prince of \Vales. Prince
Charl~s' investiture will mark the
first time a So\'crcign has in\'cstcd
his (in this case, her) cklest son with
the office of Prince of \\'ales since
July 1911, when George V so invested his son Edward, later Edward
VIII, now Duke of \Vinclsor.
Charles becomes Prince already
possess d of several titles which he
has borne from birth. lie is now
properly styled "Prince of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and 1orthern Ireland, Duke of Cornwall (peerage of England), Duke of Rothesay
(peerage of Scotland), Earl of Carrick Baron of Renfrew, Lord of the
Isle~ Grand Steward of Scotland,
Duk~ of Saxony, and Prince of axeCoburg and Gotha." When he becomes Prince of \ Vales the additional
title of Earl of Chester will fall to
him.
The ceremony of tl1e investiture is
described in Dcbrett' Peerage thus:
"'H e (the Prince) is pre en ted
before the Queen in his surcoat,
cloak and mantle of crimson
velvet, and gi1t with a belt of
the same, when the Queen
putteth a cap of crimson velvet,
indented and turned up witl1
ermine, and a coronet on his
head, as a token of principality;
and the Queen also putteth into
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his hand a verge of gold, the
emblem of government, and a
ring of gold on his middle finger,
to intimate that he must be a
husband to his country and a
father to his children. To him
are likewise given and granted
letters patent, to hold the same
principality, to him and his heirs,
Kings of England, by which
words the separation of this
principality is for ever prohibited. The coronet placed on
his head is of gold, and consists
of crosses patee and fleur-de-lys,
with the addition of one arch,
and in the midst of a ball and
cross, as hath the royal diadem,
which was solemnly ordered to
be used by a grant dated February 9, 1660-61, 11th Charles II,
xxx. His mantle which he wears
at the coronation is doubled
below the elbow with ermine,
spotted diamond-wise: but the
robe which he wears in Parliament is adorned with bars or
guards, set at an equal distance

one from the other, with a gold
lace above each bar'. "
'The coronet which represents the
Prince's principality, resembles this
illustration:

•

•

Once he has been invested, Prince
Charles will proceed to Queen
Eleanor's gateway in the castle and
will there be presented to his people.
The same procedure is conducted at
several other points as well .

Untitled
Many men live together
and alone
but the moon is always in company
of the stars
-GIACOMO STRIULI
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Progress Report
on Periphe1-al Aggiornamento

I.
The neouveau sage, late advantaged by gmce,
Is too much with us, hawking and clenching
Sticky memories of myth from Joyce-like
Classrooms, fevered, raw, guised in denim-love.
Like neo-gargoyles, spurious products
Of clerical grotesquerie, thumping
The headlines, these cub-reformers engage
In sweat-shirt Masses and dialogue brewed

From formulae and ego-soiled phrases,
Naive victims of raucous rhetoric,
Sharp only in its vi1tue to divide,
Clear only in its power to confuse.
Convenient tags and labels, w eird masks
For both factions, both parties, both sectors,
Like political enemies or gum·ds
Satisfy the actors in this playlet,
This unreligious charade where one group
Hides out in fictional old fortresses
Of sanity, the other, mimicking
The antics of zealots who bum for love,
L eave commitments for mythical fulfillment,
Call awkwatd and tasteless demonstrations
Of disrespect the translation of John,
Slogan-giddy, spit at purpled syndics,
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And play ecclesiastical clown-games,
Brandishing their pyrotechnical duels,
Abandoning law, love, and loyalty,
For ten pieces of v ulgar attention.

II.
Must we all take sides, hold a position,
Announce our sect, display our hright colors,
Choose or refuse to follow a simple
Script that alienates, act with corny
Camaraderie to some, contemning
Whoever disagrees? The agape
Is seen far in th e dista nce, receding
Beyond the barracks; unliturgical
Expletives, like static, disturb our prayers.
"Typical of 11 ew-breed priests with side-bums!"
Across the lin es are shouted easy terms,
Full-mouthed, less capable of reporting
The latest scirmish of bishop and ]Jriest
Than a grunt or a sneeze. at rhetoric Word caricatures, carriers of spleen
And resentm ent - but language is needed,
Unadulterated by suspicion
Unepitheted, unmarked and naked,
Poised in peace to m easure differences
And free from sponsored kant and naivete.

-FRANCIS
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J. SMITH, S.J.

''Catholic'' University:
Meaningftd ModifieT?

history of critical analyR ECENT
sis concerning the nature of the
Catholic University can be traced to
the mid 1950's publication by John
Tracy Ellis, American Catholics and
the Intellectual Life. That this selfanalysis did not spring fully-formed
from the ferment of Vatican II has
been brilliantly documented by the
Nob·e Dame Historian Philip Gleason. As Professor Gl eason shows so
well, the history of Catholic higher
educa tion in America has been filled
with the sorts of questions we find
so urgent today: "What is a Catholic
university?" "Should there be one?"
"What are its goals?" etc. There are,
however, conditions present today
which may make these questions of
greater moment and which may
enable us to pare down the list of
questions by eliminating some as
pseudo-questions. These conditions
are so complex and intricately interwoven that it is not our intention to
enter upon an analysis here. It will
be sufficient to mention a few for
purposes of information. Among th e
conditions are the meteoric proliferation of state universities because of
th e financing of tax monies, the drop
in percentage of students attending
private universiti es, the decline in
religious vocations in that group
which founded Catholic universiti es,
and the general intellectual ferment
and upheavals of our age.
Over the history of Catholic higher
education in the United States,
ideology has continually lagged behind the practice. By this is meant

that certain trends, outlooks, values,
and modes of operation have been
in tailed and implement d before any
theoretical rationale has been created
to justify them. There is an important
example of thi phenomenon, one
which has direct bearing on the
que tion of the Catholic university.
This is th e phenomenon of secularization. Profes or Gleason sees it as the
same sort of secularization process
which produced th e disappearance of
religious identity in the Protestant
universities during the latter nineteen th century. This is a de facto
situation, prescinding from how one
may judge its merit. One may be
overjoyed or one may be aghast; one
may wish it would go away or one
may try to accelerate it; but one
thing is definite: it is what's happening. To understand this phenomenon
better, it should be fruitful , indeed
necessary, to analyze exactly what is
meant by "Catholic university."
The oft-ignored point in discussions of this sort is actu ally what is
meant by the adjective "Catholic." In
the past, it could have designated
the fact of ecclesias tical conb:ol of
the university administration, but
now with the movement toward lay
boards of trustees, this use of "Catholic" no longer seems viable. It was
also possible, in th e past, to signify
an ideological line by "Catholic."
Such a university would be one
where Aquina wore tl1e white hat
and every other philosopher from
Descartes to D ewey wore black. But
witl1 the breaking up of tl1e cultural
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monolith of Catholicism, this can no
long r be the case. Philosophers and
th eologians are jealous of their hardearned academic fr edom. They are
no longer willing to be subservient
ideologues. Does "Catholic" in "Catholic university" have a substan tive as
opposed to a descriptive meaning?
This essay will attempt to hold the
nega tives. I do not hold the Shavian
position th at a Catholic university is
a contradiction but merely that
"Catholic" as applied to university is
substantively meaningless or has at
best only an historical and tlescriptive
use. It could well be th at th e phrase
will have disappeared from current
usage in th e nex t twenty-five years.
For my purposes here, "Catholic university" means an institution of higher
learning found ed by Catholic ecclesiasti cs and governed by th m through
a board of trustees.
The writings of those who think
th at a Catholic university has specific
meaning are characterized, in my
opinion, by vagu eness and ambigu ity.
William Richardson of Fordham, for
example, writes very movingly of the
witness to the Incarna tion to which
the Catholic university may testify.
But nowh ere does he translate his
sentiments into opera tional terminology. \ Ve are never told exactly
how the day-to-tlay operation and
structures of th e university are to
display thi Catholic chara cter. In all
fairness it is definitely incumbent
upon those who do b eli eve th at a
Catholic univ rsity does mea n something ubstantive to spell it out in
definite, concrete, opera tiona l terms.
To paraphrase Husser], "a way from
the abstract, back to the thing itself."
I feel th a t the question of the
Catholic university has been posed
in misleading language and thus h as
tended to obfuscate the real issu es.
Th e way the question has been stated

up to now would lead one to think
that Catholic universities were undergoing a sort of "identity crisis." One
would further believe that at some
time (necessarily in the past) they
did know who they were, what they
were doing and where they were
going (or at least though t they did).
But now the changing conditions of
ou r present age h ave made them
aware of the fact th at they no longer
have secure answers to th ese questions. I b elieve tha t this is not an
accurate stating of the question. After
all, a university is just precisely that,
a university, chartered by the state
to be so. Any qu es tions, doubts, or
inferiorities that arise must arise over
the qu es tion of "Are they what they
purport to be, i.e. universiti es?" The
continuing discussions about Ca tholic
universiti es actually concern whether
or not th ey can convince th emselves
that ind ed they are universities in
the bes t sense of th e word. It seems
that to enter into endless soul-searching, breast-beating, and the like as to
what it means, if anything, to be
"Ca tholic" leads one down a blind
alley, away from th e tru e issue: what
are th e factors which hinder us from
beco ming a true university, or at
least a better one than we are now?
I think that th ere are three factors
whi ch are indigenou · to the Catholic
university, which factors in one way
or anoth er make it difficult for the
institution to realize itself as a firstrate univer ity. Th ey are antiintellectualism, professionalism, and
dogmatism. It is not claimed that
these factors are necessarily exclu ive
or characteristic of only Catholic
universities but they are present and
bulk large on the scene. Each of these
factors will now be considered.
Anti-intellectualism is an "ism"
word and thus subject to the vague
and floating connotation of that
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genre. However, it is the one that
best fits the situa tion and may be
clarified by stipulation. Anti-intellectualism in America is usually seen as
synonymous with McCarthyism. It is
not to be taken in this sense in this
context but ra ther is to be seen as a
syndrome. ~lore importantly, a syndrome which overlies an implied
point of view. It is this latter factor
which must be exposed. The symptoms of anti-intellectualism are manif es ted by certain characteristic
r esponses, which responses are
elicited by various ideas or intellectual gestalts. Among the most common of these resp onses arc "heretical,"
"relativistic," "secular," "unamerican,"
"leftist," "communist," etc. Anti-intellectualism seeks to substitute conditioned responses for substantive,
rational, intellectual dialogue and
discussion. It abruptly termina tes any
intellectual intercourse and makes it
impossible to carry on the communitarian activity of the univ rsity. But,
as was noted, the brummagem noises
of anti-intell ectualism mask a far
more serious lesion. It is one which
is kept from the articula tion of om
refl ective gaze v ia the creation of a
false consciousness, a Sara·can project
of mauvais foi. Anti-intellectualism is
based upon the assumption that there
is one a·uth. I have that truth and
know that I have it. Therefore I must
beat off all assaults which, although
poss ibly well-intentioned, can issue
only from ignorance or error. ow it
is patently absurd to attempt to hold
this position in the contemporary
university as a manifestation of
modern ·western culture. Certainly
\Vestern culture today is not that of
the classical Catholic version, if
indeed it ever was. The Catholic
Church today is not the bear er of any
living culture. One of the central
facts in the history of W estern man

since th Renaissance h as b een the
decline of religion as bearer, inculcator, and moulder of culture. The
contemporary American university
exemplifie , for better or for worse
as the case may b e, the living common cultw-e of the day. It is fairly
obvious to any student of the cultural
scene that religion is not the presiding principle in our common culhue. Any specific culture with its
claim to a specific truth has been
irreparably broken as sure as the
scientific branches have been falling
off the Cartesian tree of philosophy.
In our cultural milieu, such as has
been described h re, for universities
to speak of the "wholeness of truth,"
th e "integrating function of theology"
or the "education of the whole man"
is either to engage in advertising
jargon for their prospective "market"
or to suffer from gross self-deception.
The only possible cultural "integration" can come from the individual
himself - and that far on in life. We
live on th e margin of a multi-culture;
each of us i "Laughing Boy."
The second factor which is engaging Catholic universities as a
problem right now is tha t of professionalism. FiTSt and most simply
professionalism means the achievement and maintainence of academic
competency in one's chosen field,
whether it be adminisa·ator, faculty
member, or student. It is true that
grea t improvements have come about
in the past few years. The professionalization of the Catholic university is proceeding with increasing
acceleration. But there is a cloud
upon the horizon. The difficulty is
brought about by a counter-movement in well-established, excellent
non-Catholic universities. This manifests itself in the campaigning by
students and younger instructors to
coerce the university into taking a
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moral stand on various political
iss ues, mos t noticeabl y th e Vi etnam
war. Th e stud ents arc also agitating
to have faculty member retained
who do not hm·e th e Ph.D. but wh o
have the abi lity to communicate well
in the classroom and arc politi call y
rad icalized. ~'o w, without taking a
pos ition cis~a ~c is these wishes of the
tudents in th emselves, I would want
to arg ue that if adopted, th ey would
be a crushing setback for most C a th ~
oli c universi ti es. Schools that have
already achieved a high degree of
professiona lism can afford to con tem~
plate the qu estion of moral commi t~
mcnt with relative equ animity. \Vh a t~
ever their response it is not likely that
their profession al character wi ll d is~
app ar. Bu t Catholic un iversities
must vi ew the scene with a qu easy
sense of deja -uu . It is precisely the
subs tituti on of professional standards
for moral, co mradely ones th a t th ey
need . Far too many Catholic schools
have brought Fa th er X home from
th e miss ions (maybe beca use th e new
government exp ell ed all foreign
agents) and install ed him in th e
th eology department without any
benefit of academic competency, let
alone th e consulta tion of th e d epart~
ment members. The same dreary tale
ca n be told over and over with regard
to oth er departm ents. It does not
seem th at th e Catholic university can
engage in th e luxury of moral stances
until it has achi eved a level of pro~
fcs ionalism comparable to other
universi ties.
It co uld well b e th at, of th e tluee
units seeki11g professionalism, administrat ion, faculty, and stu dents,
the stu dent is the one most in keeping with tl1e professional standards
exp ecteu of hi m. The unfortunately
dreary picture of th e ad mini stra tion
h as been well p ainted in Chapter

VIII of Andrew ~1. Grccley·s Th e
Changin g Cath olic College. F ar too
often, in Greeley's opin ion, th e adm inistratio n of th e C atholi c un iversity
is characteri zed by an insul ar provin cialism which manife ts itself in
an obsessive concern with tl1ings
Catholic or
(fill in
th e blank with th e name of order,
congregation, society, etc. which runs
th school).
Th e sys tem of selection of th e
presi dent of th e Catholi c university
is an item in poin t to demonstra te
the lack of profcs ional ism. It seems
that the presid ent is chosen from
among th e ranks of th e religious community w ithout th e cri teri a for chao ing being prima rily based on scholarly and acad emic accomp lishm ents.
Compare tl1is process with two nonCatl1olic schools in Ohio whi ch
gained new pres id ents in the past
year. In both instances, committees
were formed consistin g of alumni,
tr us tees, faculty, admini strators, and
stu dents. Th e fun cti on of the committee was to condu ct a nationwide
search for a new presid ent. In one
instance thirty-three men were interviewed and considered ; in the other
instance th ere were over fift y. N eed
one venture an opinion as to which
method is more likely to come up
with an ou tstand ing person? Th e
point is not to condemn the Catholi c
university but to marvel at the fact
th at tl1 ey have done as well as they
have with such an unprofessional
method . Th e same unh appy situ ation
app lies, mutatis mutandis, in tile
selection of seco nd~ ech elon administrators such as deans, provosts, and
the like. These are usually selected
from the ranks of tile faculty and
more often tl1an not have littl e direct
acquaintance with the main tream of
Ame1ican academic life. Wh at Catll-
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oli c uni vcr ity would think of go ing
to Berkeley or Chi cago to hire on e of
their assistant deans to r un their
li beral arts college')
In Greeley's analy is th e faculty of
the Ca thloic univeristy are all too
subject to the "Catholi c image complex." Th ey have, far too often, spent
th eir entire academi c li ves, from
kindergarten through th e Ph.D . (that
is, if they p os ess one) in th e Catholic
educa tional sys tem. It is also not uncommon to find them teachin g a t the
v ry same school wh ere they were
undergradu ates. Now Greeley found
th at th ese were not insuperable obstacles to becom ming a so un d professional in one's fi eld. But it docs make
it more d iffi cult and leads far too
oft en to smug co mplacency with no
professional accomplishm ents or any
temptation in tha t direction . A good
start to alleviate this unfortunate
situ ati on wo uld be for th e Catholic
universi ty to e ·tablish fi ve fellowships a yea r to send its faculty to
instituti ons such as Berkeley, Chicago, and Yale, not to take courses
or to engage in form al study but
simply to live its ca mpus life and
enter into dialogues with professors
in their own fields.
The problem of professionalism
also be;c rs on wha t i · often put
forward as being a strong point of
th e Catholic as opposed to stateoperated universities. It is maintained
b y some that experimenta tion and
inn ovation are more possible in the
Catholic un iveristy and that their
presence will attract students who
may be disillusioned by the large
sta te university. I am not so sanguine
concerning this claim. Admittedly it
should b e possible, on the theoretical
level, for the Catholic university to
have p ass-fail grades, mini-semester
freshman years, common freshmen
years, unsh·uctured classes, independ-

cnt study, and a hos t of other exciting
academic innovati on . But practically
th i does not seem likely. Th e resistance of the Catholic Church to
change is a point of historical record;
th e Catholic university i only l ss
likely so.
The third and mos t important
fac tor is that of dogmatism. If the
univer ity is anythin g a t all it is the
place of th e dialogue in modern
society. Dialogue, in its wid est sense,
is the interacti on of mea nin gful words
to a tt mpt a ra tional approximation
of the truth. Thus the university is a
pl ace where th e members (a dministrators, faculty, and students) engage
in th e proc ss of arti cula ting the
world vision of that particular cul ture
and society. This includes th e preserva tion of p as t vi ws along with th e
antic ipa tion of future ones. The
mea ns by which th e uniqu e activity
of th e university is carried on is
dialogue. So in th e areas of hi gh r
learnin g the edu cational process is
not at all didactic but dialogic. Now
what di alogue definitely is not is a
sort of sp ecial pleading of dogmatic
statements; it i far from the li es of
p oliti cians or P.R. men. The one
si tu ati on whi ch make di alogue, and
thus th e university, impossible is
when it is domina ted by some notion
of orthodox dogma, wheth er it be
secul ar or relig ious. Th e intrusion of
dogma into th e university is the dea th
of thi s magnifi cent institution. If a
p erson refuses to engage in dialog ue
with those who think differently from
him then he is g uilty of dogmatism.
It is qu estionable wheth er h·ue
di alog ue can come about when
dogma enters in. Education, which
is proper to man , ceases; training,
whi ch is proper to brute animals,
enters.
But someone may prefer the
counter-argument that the Catholic
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universi ty is th e pl ace of valuecentered edu ca tion. It may be
cl aimed th at this is, after all, the
disting ui bing characteristic of th e
Catholic university. It is concerned
with values in education; others
ig nore the valu es and h ence arc
sec ul ar. Th is cl aim m us t be rejected
as simpl y not being th e case or as
an example of wishful thinking. Th e
Cath oli c university ca n have no
monopoly on the transmis ion of
valu es. All universiti es are valuecentered . Th is is central to th e very
notion of the university as center of
d ia logne. \ Vithin the univers ity every
disc ipl ine concerns itself with values
s:nce th e sub jec ts are taught b y men
in d ialogue and not by machin es. l n
th e con crete, everyday situ ati on of
th e university it is li tera ll y impo sibl e
to make a d istinction between th e
intell ectua l and th e moral dimens ions
of th e enterprise.
Th e inabi lity to sec th e above point
is often at th e base of the claim by
some th at the university can engage
in institutional commitm ent. This is
often a projection of the claimant's
own valu e-scheme on to the university as a wh ole. Su ch a situ ation is
literall y impossibl e to realize. The
univ rsity, as an institution, is really
what its members do . It is grossly
misleading to think that a university
catalogue can cap ture on paper the
un iversity's commi tment. T o discover
th e values of th e university one m u t
observe th e memb ers of the un iversity as they engage each other in
dialog ue. The only commitment the
un iversity can have is p lura lism of
th e comm itment of its members. The
closest th at the university itself can
come to this sta te would only be
m eta-commitmen ts such as th e values
which promote th e conditions necessar y for the p ossibility of the dialogue.
Does this then entail that the uni-

versity cannot have a religious comm itment? ~los t certainl y it does.
Christi ans beli eve that one becomes
a mem ber of th e mys tical body of
Christ through th e supernatural
virtues, th e gifts of fa ith, love, and
hope. Th e proper subj ect of th ese
supern atural g ifts can only be a
human subject, a person. No university, whi ch is, a ft r all, an in stituti on,
ca n receive them. It is indeed th e
case th at human institution can b e
affected by religious persons and it
is furth er tru e that these persons will
ordin aril y be of a religious denomination. But the institution itself cannot
be of any denomination any more
th :m an elm tree can b e good for
hea da che. On e of the lessons tha t the
modern university has taught us is
th at any id eology, p hilosophy, political system or religion th at open,
hon est men of learning and common
agreement see as worth y of consid era tion b as a claim to be presented
in th e situation of th e d ialogue. Any
analogy to supermarkets or L evan tine
mark et p laces shows utter misunderstandin g of the learning process of
the di alogue. In th e uni versity one
sees that there are really no sp ecificall y Ca tholi c religious or philosophical questio ns. There are just specificall y Ca th olic answ ers. But there ar e
also many oth er answers, Protes tant,
Jewish, a theist, Hindu , Buddhist, etc.
The stu dent may make a valu e decision, the university may no t. The
u niversi ty's end i extrinsic to itself;
it li es in the persons who co mpose
the commun ity and th e cu lture at
large.
\ Vh at th en is "Catholi c" in a university? D oes th e word designate any
actual facet at all ? By all means. In
a recent article in America L adislas
M. Orsy, S.J. , chairman of the Fordh am theology dep artment, sugges ts
that "Catholic" in th e university
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means the presence of Catholi cs in
the university situ ation. This includes
all the dimensions of th e univer ity trustees, administration, facultv , and
studen ts. It is ind eed a most felicitous
choice of words for, as H ei deggcr
has shown, presence (parousia) is
being ( ousia). Catholic presence in
the university is Catholic being. Thi
Catholic presence will qualitatively
affec t all th e phases of university life
even though th e university itself is a
university and cannot therefore be of
any religious persu asion . As Fr. Orsy
notes, the Catholic presence in the
university changes throughout history. Just compare the "typical" philosophy professor in th e thirteenth
century with a "typical" one today
and the point will become apparent.
Since the presence changes it must
b e re-thought for each p eriod and
culture. For example in th e pas t th e
governing boards of the un iversity
were priests who had th e power of
the charter provis ions . In the futur e
this presence will very likely change
to presence in dialogue by persons
open through faith , hope, and love.
Anoth er mode of presence may be in
the area of non-academic counseling.
A few years ago Andrew M. Greeley,
not noted for overstatement, predicted that almost every middle-class
young man or wom an in th e Catholic
university will need non-academic
counseling a t leas t once in his collegia te career. Th ere is a requirement
for train ed priest-counselors in sufficient number on every campus to
meet this important student need.
The presence may be rea lized in
many ways. For instance a Catholi c
philosopher could be an existential
phenomenologist, never asking the
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God-qu stion in class since it is a
question which pertains to metaphysics, a problematic replaced by
ontology in the modern world. Yet
this man is testifying for Christ in a
non-conceptual way. By his very way
of being in th e world h e shows the
harmony of faith and reason.
Those who sec the university in
th e manner described here do not at
all seek to disman tl e or to secularize
(if "to ecularize" mea ns to eHminate
religion and th eology) the Catholic
university. Th y onl y seek to make it
pluralistic, ecu meni ca l, and universal ,
to bring it to it f11lness of growth at
this stage of the Chri tian' journ ey
to God. Th e point must be made th at
th e appell ation "secul ar" as applied
to university is just as anomalous as
"Catholi c." Every uni versity should
teach th eology; not just one p articular th ology of one particul ar church
but all serious attempts to respond to
theological qu es tion . Even within
this fram ework th ere is room for
some universities to do more specialized work in theology if they so
choose. A university that does not
teach th eology is not for that
matter a "secular" university but a
defici ent one.
In conclusion it is noted that th e
modifiers "Catholic" and "secular" do
not apply to universiti es although
th ey could to states of life. Universities can be "public" or "private,"
"good" or "bad," "1nale," "female,"
or "coeducational." But to think that
one can find Catholic universities and
secu lar universities just as one can
find purple finch es and house
fin ches, is to commit a serious ca tegory mistake.
-JOSEPH A. BUCKLEY
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Untitled

Suppose all trials could be hung,
And every song were loudly sung:
Then would we help in any way
A vegetable tcith thoughts to say,
Except to stay and be with him?
Suppose the war would stop tonight,
And every person find his light:
Then would the universe explode
And mankind seek another road
To walk upon with lighter feet?
If money came to lose its hold,
And kindness gave more strength than gold,
Would love then forgive every wrong
Or be the standard very long,
Restyling our poverty?
If men sought not to be alone,
And made their gentle promise known,
Would dignity then shape our rules
And put away the need for schools
Where all we have to know is taught?
How easy to make guesses for
A future not an open door:
The promises of days gone by
Have sewn a blanket on the sky,
Leaving no light, but choices, by and by.
-WALTER 0
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The Aeneid
(aNew T1'anslation /?'om Book I)

Of war I sing, and the courageous man,
Wh o first from Tro;an shores, in fli ght by fat e,
T o Latium come; for u;asted years, to span
Th e brine his burden w as, w hile Juno's hate
With storms and battles sent him son ·ow's w eight,
Until, not far from where the Tib er falls
To feed the saline foam, he could a state
Establish, bringing into hearths and halls
His gocls- whence sprang the I atin race and high Rom e's walls.

0 Muse, reveal what cold affront did so
Offend th e heart of lt eacen's haughty qu een
That through th e rolling months her minions show
But malice to a man of noble mien?
Do godly souls contain such poisoned spleen? A city stood once, Carthage was its name,
Front Tiber's mouth far off, in war most keen,
In w ealth abounding, which Juno dicl claim
Above all others, even Samos second came:
H er arms, her chariot, her fe1'Vent wish
That this be mankind's capitol was here.
But Trojan seed was rising, tigerish
In war and hom to govern, which would smear
(Spoke Fate) the Tyrian plains with blood; and fear
Filled Juno , mindful of th e ancient war
In which with w ell-loved Greece she joined her spear
Against detested T1'01J; and still she wore
The wound of humbled pride, which festered deep and sore.
Incensed by Paris handing Beauty's wreath
To V enus, an gered by th e honors paid
To Ganym ede abdu cted from beneath
The skies, with course-deflectina blasts she preyed
Upon the T1'0jans able to evade
The d eathblows of Achilles and the Creeks;
On wicked waves, impelled by Fate, they strayed .
How long to seasick hearts must seem th e w eeks!
How hard to found a hom e when heaven's vengeance wreaks!

Editor's note: This b·anslation of the beginning of the Aeneid is th e
beginning of a complete translation Mr. Brancae is working on now.
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The Sicilian hills had scarcely faded;
The Trojan fleet with sails unfurled was now
Upon the deep, and shouts of joy pervaded
Pellucid breezes; each with bronzen prow,
The ships through funowed ocean swiftly plow,
When ]uno as~, stung by her wound eternal:
"Am I to quit as conquered and allow
Italian shores to greet a race infernal?
Does Fate dare veto m e, the queen of gods supernal?
"Did not Athena burn the Argive fleet,
Submerging in a wat'ry death its crew,
Because one man, mad Aja·x, did ill-treat
H er temple priestess? 0 , Athena threw
The blazing bolt of Jove, and whirlwinds blew
The ships asunder; wreckage strewed the sea;
And Ajax, while from his split breast flam es spew,
Was wind-borne to a jag and brutally
Impaled. But I, who move as queen with dignity,
"Am balked; although I be both sister to
And wife of kingly Jo ve, one Trojan race,
So many years, I hopelessly pursue.
Will anyone now adore my statued face?
Or suppliants upon my altar place
An offering again?" A torrid zone
Of anger girds her heart when to the space
Pregnant with cavem ed winds, whose raging tone
And gushing will are bridled by the walls of stone,

She comes and see~ king Aeolus, who rules
The winds by mandate gained from Jove. The proud,
Indignant blasts w sh TOund the vestibules
Sealed shut, and the huge m ountain groans with loud
Vibration. Th eir disdainful ire is bo wed
By Aeolus, w ho on his summit throne
With scepter sits, lest they in one great crowd
Escape and sweep across the skiey zone,
Uplifting seas and stripping bare the lands to bone.

-
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But fearing this, almighty Jove concealed
The winds in hidden caverns, heaping hills
Of rock above, and gave the right to wield
Command of them to Aeolus, who stills
Or lets them loose when Jupiter so wills.
To him, Saturnia now supplicates:
"0 Aeolus: who frees the squall which fills
The brine with surging billows? Who abates
The frenzied pulse of tempests? To you the wind's gates
"From Jove were given. On the sea now sails,
In quest of Italy, the Trojan fleet.
0 drown in waters churned with deadly gales
This adversary, lest by chance th ey m eet
Their mark and find for vanquished gocls a seat!
Twice seven nymphs I have (these beauties burn
As bright as Sol), of which in form most sweet
Is Deiopea; she's yours in wedlock joined eterne;
And children fair you'll have: your help's return."
"0 queen," he spoke, "consider well your plot,
For I shall do your bidding fr ee of waver,
Because you ga ined for me this sovereign spot,
By winning me to Jupiter's good favor,
And summoned me to dine and slowly savor
Ambrosian feasts at heaven's banquet board;
From you my power comes to make emth quaver."
Then w ith his spear the mountainside he gored,
And the pent-up winds rush out in a v iolent horde;

Great whirlwinds sweep the ground; and on the ocean
The waves leap high, and even the unfathomed floors
Are swirling in the froth ; w ith hastened motion
Th e tempest-thrusted billows strike the shores.
"Loose the sail," shout the Tmjans, "man the oars!"
And suddenly the clattds engulf the sky,
And over all the sea a blackness pours,
While from the heaven's arch the fire-bolts fly;
And everything p01tends that all will sho1tly die.
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A eneas, stricken w ith a chilling fear,
To heaven, w ith hands outstretched, now calLs:
"I-I ow fortunat e my co untrymen who near
Their fath ers' wearied eues and Troy's high walLs
Perished! Ah, Tydeus, w hose courage s malL~
The brave! I wish I'd fallen by his blows
On Ilium's plains where Achilles mauLs
Brave H ector, and Sarpedon's bright days close,
And Simois with helmets, shields, and bodies flows."
Scarce had he spoken when a tempest, roaring
With th e Torth Wind, strikes full the sail, and sends
The prow spinning, and lifts a billow soaring
Skyward, which on its whitened cap suspends
His powerless ship; while the huge wave ascends
The bottom sands are bared; th en with great shocks
The fla g hip dives, and the fired ocean rends
Its long, wood oars. Three tim es th e South Wind knocks
The fleet with blasts toward th e Altars' hidden rocks:
A great spine bulging on th e sea. Three tim es
Th e South east \Vind drives th em to Syrtis' bays,
Strikes them upon th e shallows, and beslimes
The fleet with sand. A swell from on high lays
Its arm upon the vessel - which conveys
The Lycians and staunch Orontes - clipping
Her stem before Aeneas' troubled gaze;
The wave slaps on the deck the helmsman - whipping
Him off. She spins round thrice; then, with th e vortex ripping
Her hull, she downward sinks; a few are seen
(Specks in the vastness) swimming on the surge;
And with the ocean, frothy white and green,
Her weapons, planks, and Trojan treasure merge.
The sturdy ship of Ilione, which gales urge
Onward, and that of brave Achates, plus
Those of old Aletes and Abas verge
Upon destruction as the treacherous
Brine through the loosed seams leaks. Meanwhile, the riotous
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Storm, stirring even the ea-bed, annoys
Poseidon, who with placid countenance
ow rises from the deep, beholding Troy's
Dismembered fleet; rotmd him the whole expanse
Of heaven is in ruins. - The circumstance
Of Juno's wrath he kn ows. Then, summoning
Winds, East and \Vest, he bawls: "Does arrogance
In your fin e lineage tempt you to spring
Such squalls, forgoing my as ent, disquietina
"The ocean and the heavens? You, whom I ...
This storm of yours I'll ca lm . Yet next time you'll
Not liahtly pay. Now quickly hom eward fly ,
And tell your king: To me th e ocean's rule
\Vas given and the trident terrible;
I-I e holds the rocky mount; that's your domain,
East Wind; and let him, with each vestibule
Sealed shut, over the winds imprisoned reign."
M. ore swiftly than his words the fevered waves regain
Tranquility; and the beclouded weather
Scatters; and Sol again does brightly blaze.
While Neried and Triton push together
'Gainst the gro unded ships, eptun e does raise
Them with his trident; through the sand-bogged bays
He channels them a path; and then he takes
Leave, charioting on the waterways.
Like when, as often haps, the rabble quakes
With riots, and the crowd into hot passion breaks,
Immediately rocks and torches fly
(Furor soon finds its arms), if then they view
A man in loyalty and merit high,
The throng falls still and silent, straining to
Listen; with m erely words he can undo
The rabble's uproar, stilling hearts that pain:
Thus the sea calmed, when over the deep blue
Neptune gazed. And loosening his horses' rein,
I-Iis chariot-wheels glided o'er the pathless main.
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Striving to find the nearest coast w ith haste,
Aeneru' wearied comrades reached the land
Of Libya upon an inlet which faced
An isle, which formed a harbor since it spanned
The bay and broke the waves before the sand
Received the far-off billows; two great crests
Towered above the cliffs on either hand;
Beneath them, far and wide, the ocean rests
Silent; a stage's drop the sunlit woods suggests,
For here above the beach the shaggy trees
O'erhang with shade; and on the cliffs midway
A cavern's cut - it is a home to please,
With seats of stone hewn thmugh many a day
And saltless pools, the nymphs-; here ships may stay
Without their chains nor teeth-shaped anchors too.
There gathered seven boats upon the bay:
The remnant of Aeneas' fleet and crew.
With great longing for earth, the sailors gladly threw
Upon the sands their brine-soaked limbs ...
-GARY L. BRANCAE

•
Abortion
White mruk. A tube intrudes. A snowy hand.
Not long ago I died in my own land.
Nine years I drank her dark, rich mother's milk
While she envisioned wrapping m e in silk.
H er blood was almost black but for the light
That filtered through her skin to pierce the night.
Then it was warm, ru though there burned a fire
Grown hotter when she climbed about the gyre.
Yes, I had gods w ho pulled strings out of time
To set a sceptic universe in rhyme,
Undaunted by the failing of her hemt
That I without a thought had tom apmt,
A forceps' cTUshing pressure brought my end,
The gate swung closed; the highway had to bend.
-WALTER 0
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1 ohn Kenneth Galbraith:
a Political Economist

Introduction
HREE BOOKS, American Capitalism, Th e Affluent Society, and
The ew Industrial State, form the
basis of Professor Galbraith's very
substantial claim to the title of
American liberalism's chief ideologist.
The sta ture is clue, in part, to the
technical nature of economics. The
situation has given Galbraith the
powers and prerogatives of an authority on, as well as those of an
interpreter of, the economic "facts."
Paradoxically, Galbraith would be
the first to object to such scientificism. It is his opinion that economics
and political philosophy cannot be
divorced in practice. The claim that
they can be separated is a fallacy
which serves a particular economicpolitical philosophy, the present
American ideology, which he refers
to as the "conventional wisdom."
There are none who disclaim Professor Galbraith as readily as a number of his fellow economists. The
rea ·on is apparent to them. He refuses
to stick to what they consider to be
economics. They are correct if one
accepts their definition of economics
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as a mathematical interpretation of
stati tical data. Galbraith's attempts
even to consider political philosophy
as a valid concern of conomic theory
clearly contradicts this opinion.
The work of Dr. Galbraith is not
original. His analysis is often directed
by the suggestion of others or is
similar, only rcca t in Galbraith's
brighter coinage. But such nrc the
faults of all ideologists. They are
unconcerned with detail and are
instead drawn to the larger fabric of
economic theoty. Often, they are led
by their vision to distort or ignore
finer points in order to accommodate
reality to theory. But the ideologist's
synthesis is an original contribution.
Ultimately it is as valuable as original
research, because the prospect of
synth si i the only justification for
economic writing in the fir t place.
Galbraith's work is characterized
by two aspects. First, his writing is
botl1 imaginative and eloquent - a
bit too eloquent for some. This
eloquence has earned him a substantial following. "If we judge by the
selection of the Read r's Subscription, Mr. Galbraiili has joined David

Editor's note: ''Jolm Kenneth Galbraitl1: A Political Economist" is ilie
winner of the Senior Honor · Paper competition in the humanities this year.
The award of $600 was made to the author, Mr. Edward \V. Andro . The
text of the paper printed here has been edited to include in1portant footnotes
and other references within the text itself. In addition most of the Introduction
has been left out. A bibliography may be obtained by addressing a request
to the Editor.
-
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H iesrnan as a favorite social scientist
in the opinion of Lionel Trilling,
Jacclttes Barzun, and \ V. H. Auden."
Secondly, his efforts arc wide-ranging
and often careless with details. N!orc
seriously, the arguments of opponents
arc never as well represented to the
public as they should be. H. Lekachmcn has commented:
There is a strong opposition to
:\1r. Galbraith's novel notions,
bttt as far as the ordinary reader
can guess, it docs not xist. H ere
is a dangerous asymmetry. Mr.
Galbraith has written for the
general public. H e has been
answered by his fellow economists in learned journals.
Bllt it shou ld he remembered by any
writer prepared to he a critic of Dr.
Galbraith that his target is not concerned solely with economics. It must
he seen that his approach moves from
the political-economic philosophy of
American liberalism, and that all
meaningful discussion of economics
eventua lly works its way back to
philosophical foundations.

I. American Capitalism
MERICA CAPITALISM grew
out of Dr. Galbraith's research
into price theory. As arly as his first
study, "i\lonopoly Power and Price
Rigidities," he admitted that imperfect markets might be behind
ri rrid prices. " ' hat is significant is
that his analysis followed orthodox
lines in that (1) he insisted on using
monopoly condition as being the
only form of imperfect competition
that could be used in such a them·etical discussion; and (2) he qualified
the role of monopoly conditions by
insisting on the influence of rigid
costs.
L ike the vast majority of economists, Galbraith had held the belief
that price was a valid measure of
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resource and welfare value. Further,
he also a sumed that the function of
supply and demand (in order properly to reflect resource value and welfare priority) should be free from
individual buy r or seller control.
T11at is, ideally, no single seller or
buyer should posses the power to
cause a noticeable fluctation in the
item price by refusing either to buy
or sell his share of the market.
The belief that these conditions
characterized the American economy
i clearly mirrored in a 1941 article
by Galbraith on wartime price controls en titled "The Selection and
Timing of Inflation Controls," which
appeared in the :\lay issue of the
Review of Economic Statistics. H ere
he anLc ipatcd the havoc in pricing
that would result from a situation
where prices reflected not the market
equ ilibrium of supply and demand,
but an artificial supply and demand cr atcd by conversion to a war
economy.
Until tl1e expansion process is
well advanced these sp cific
price controls must be the major
reliance. They cannot be expect d to be completely effective. To control any considerable
number of prices in all of their
dimensions is a Gargantuan task.
The r suits are almost certain to
look irregular or even erratic.
In a word, h e considered the American economy to be highly competitive.
In March 1943 an article entitled
"Price Control: Some Lessons from
the First Phase" appeared in the
American Economic Review. It outlined Galbraith's two years of price
conh·olling experience and showed
how much of a revision Galbraith's
concept of the normal pricing mechanism had undergone. Galbraith
noted: "It is also clear that there is
a long gradient between the poles
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of competition and monopoly with
an impressh·c procession of market
types along the grade." Because of
the discrepancy between what accepted theory had anticipated and
what reality had d livered, the old
as ·umption that the economy was
competitive was incorrect.
Pri c control in the perfectly
competiti\'e market is a matter
of c lass ic difficulty. Price control in the imperfectly competitiv market is, by compari on, a t
least, a simple matter, and price
ad ministration during the second
W orld War had been simplified
beyond the prior calculation of
the economists by the extent to
which the economy functions at
that nd of th e gradient which is
charact rizecl by imperfect competition and monopoly.
Analysis of the OPA exp erience
had demonstrated the structural
weakness of many theoretical assumptions. Galbraith went so far as
to point out the areas in which he
felt further research was essential.
One of tl1e major weaknesses was
shown "to b e in the analysis of the
competitive sellers' market and the
imperfectly competitive buyers' maxket." In this later topic we sec the
forethought of the concept tl1a t
would emerge in American Capitalism as the theory of "countervailing
power."
Three yea1·s later, Galbra itl1 reiterated the impact ilia t his wartime
experience had had on his view of
the American market economy in an
article en titled "Reflections of Price
Control," appearing in the Aug ust
1946 issue of the Qumterly Journal
of Economics:
If imperfect maxkets axe assumed, ilien the compaxative effectiveness of price control can
be explained and presumably it
-

could have heC'n foreseen. I suppose there were few economists
before the war who h ad much
real fai th in the applicability of
the conwnt ional opC'ning chapters on the competitive market.
But it is equally clear that some
(myself includ d) had not fully
accepted the implications of
their apostasy.
By 1947, Galbraith had embraced
the implication of this apostasy to
its fullest extent. In "Disequilibrium
System," published in the June 1947
issue of the American Economic Review, h e said: "A mirage now b eing
chased tJwough ilic early p eace i
that a stable equilibrium is possible
with full employment when there is
b ilateral monopoly in the factor markets and parallel monopoly power in
the product markets." But the continued prosperity of ilie American
economy throughout the postwar
years did not square with what
should have been expected. This is
ilie context in which American Capitalism was written, and the problem
toward which it is directed. (AC 6-9.
Hereinafter all references to American Capitalism. will be marked by
AC and th e page number. Th edition of American Capitalism u eel
was published in 1952 by Houghton
ififflin Co., Boston. The Editor.)
Ame1·ican Capitalism identified the
discrepancy between ilieory and p erform ance as ilic fau lt of de cription
and not fun ction. This is an important
distinction. Galbraith chose in American Capitalism to defend the status
quo. H e reasoned that, although
monopoly power exists, it ha not
b een exercised a· fu lly as the drive
to maximize profits might force it.
Therefore some balance of force must
exist within tl1e system to offset the
cupidity of monopoly and p ermit
reasonable prices to exist. (Particular
23-

mention is made of the concept of
profit maximization. Because of it,
Galbraith rejects the pricing solution
he will subsequently adopt in The
New Industrial State.)
Th e pricing mechanism in the
American economy - as Galbrai th
described it - is composed of selfnegating concentrations of selling
and buying power. Such phenomena
had been termed "bilateral monopoly." Galbraith rejected this terminology, however, because
As bilateral monopoly is treated
in economic literature, it is an
adventitious occu rrence. This,
obviously, misses th e point and
it is one of the reasons th at th e
in vestiga tions of bilateral monopoly, which one would have
thought might have been an
avenu e to th e regu latory mechanism here isolated, have in fact
been a blind alley. (AC 120)
The term inology that he adopts is
"co untervailing power."
Many economists apart from Professor Galbraith had detect d the
importance of competition between
consumer, labor, and capital power
blocs. One in parti cu lar seems to
have anti cipa ted Galbraith's analysis
as earl y as 19-13. This was Edwin
ourse, in an article in th e 1viarch
1943 issue of th e American Economic
Reciew, who wrote:
On the positive side, we need to
stud y much more as idu ously ...
large corporate concerns, national trade unions, and agri cu ltural
marketing and press ure groups,
and . .. government fun ctioning
through its own ever-multiplying
'action agencies' ... om objective as conomists is to learn
how these groups can be most
effectively organized for joint
voluntary action which will attain a scheme of market values

that will steadily aid the approach toward maximum human satisfactions for the total
population.
It remains the distinction of American Capitalism, however, to be the
on ly attempt daring enough to identify the basic pricing mechanism of
the American economy as 'bilateral
monopoly."
Galbrai th sees several historical
movements as expressions of the
principle of self-negating monopoly.
H e claims, for example, that the
Granger Movement was a classic
exampl e of a vote monopoly wielded
by 1idwest farmers battling the
transport monopoly of th e railroads.
Seen in this light, the Sherman AntiTrust Act is merely a single victory
in a long seri es of battles. (AC 164-67)
Th e group that seeks countervailing power is, initially, a numerou and disadvantaged group
which seeks organization because
it faces, in its market, a much
smaller and mu ch more advantaged group. This situation is
well calcul ated to xcitc public
sympathy and, beca use th ere are
numerous votes involved, to recruit political support. (AC 142)
Several argumen ts can be seen at
work supporting the concep t of countervai ling power. First, it rationalizes
the status quo. One of the factors
contribu ting to Galbraith's own disquiet in the late 1940's was the
appa ren t failure of the liberal antitru st ru sadc and the equally apparent d ath of the competitive mechani ·m. Now liberals cou ld have th eir
cake - in th e form of increasing prosperity - and they could ea t it, too,
secure in the assurance that trusts
would on ly engender th eir own
policemen in the form of unions or
buyers cooperatives.
A second argumen t for counter-
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vailing p ower is that it legitima tized
the kind of indu trial largeness that
ena bles research a nd innovation.
Sumner Sli chter h as characterized
competition a inimi cal to inventiveness a nd its practi cal application in
Economic Growth in th e United
States.
In the nineteenth and early
twentieth century, arra ngem ents
for converting technolog ical discoveries into comm ercial products were quite unorganized .
Discoveries w ere usually made
by free-lance inventors with
limited resources.
G albraith d evelop s a simil ar arg um ent (like Slichter's, b ased upon the
thought of Joseph Schumpeter's Capitalism , Socialism, and D emocracy),
pointing out the advantage of industrial concentra tion.
Because development is costly, it
follows th a t it can b e carried on
only by a firm tha t h as th e
reso urces associa ted with considerabl e size. Moreover, un less
a firm has a substantial sh are of
the market it h as no strong incentive to undertake a large expenditure on d evelopm ent. (AC

92)
But there is a distin ction between the
Schumpcterian and G albra ithian analysis of innova tion. Implicit in
Schum peter's view of econo mic d evelop ment is th e ass umption that
in nova tion norm ally proceeds from
new combin a ti ons of capital and new
firms. G albraith ass umes tha t mo t
innova tion arises as a n expression of
competitiveness be tween firms which
arc no longer constrained to compete
in terms of price. (G albraith will not
realize until his N ew Industrial State
that the tendency to "channel" comp etition away from price competition
indicates a concern for security that
may even compe te with the hallowed

notion of profit max im izati on as the
principle busine s motive.)
A further distinction b etween th ese
two defend ers of economic conccnu·ation points out a distinction that
m ay b e seen in all of G albraith's
work as a n economic an aly t. The
p oint is tha t G albraith is concerned
with ma tters tha t only b egin with
economics. The distinction is that,
whereas Schumpeter views th e economic process as a n organic development which has its own ra tionale,
G albraith is ever conscious of American institutions and philo ophy. He
notes in Journey to Poland and Yugoslavia tha t
Th e Am erica n soluti on is not one
of g rea t elegance. I doubt tha t it
will ver m ake the more precise
model builders entirely h appy.
But th e essential prin cipl , th a t
of the d iffu sion ra th er than th e
concentra ti on of p ower, is so und.
Countervailing power is also
based on market rela tion hip,
and it is here, in a capitalisti c
socie ty, tha t the arbih·a tion of
group well-b eing occurs.
D espite support from such fig ures
as Sli chter or Schumpcter, G albraith
w as highl y criticized b y his most
imm diate criti cs for h aving jumped
too far ah ead of research on the
prob lem of concentra tion. On e r eviewer, C. L. Christenson, comm ended American Ca pita lism a t b est
as "a stimulus to furth er analysis."
Oth ers were more sp ecific. ;\L A.
Ad el man had p ublished a n articl e in
1951 a ttempting to clari£y tl1c qu estion of indu strial concentra tion (Rev iew of Eco nomics and Statistics,
Publish ed Study on C oncentra tion of
Industries). His case against a movem ent of progressive and continuing
concentra tion was weak in a number
of resp cts. Martin Estey, Joseph \V.
Garbarino, and Paul Douglas, how-
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ever, scor d heavily aga inst counter' 'a iling power in their independent
conclusions that union strength is
wan ing rather than keeping p ace
with cone ntration in the capital
sector. Finally, Alex H unter in his
"::'\otes on Countervailing Power"
examined the concept of counterva iling power within the context of
the h ighly concentrated British economy. Ilis conclusion, published as
"::'\otes on Countervailing Power" in
the Economic Journal in 1958, is not
flattering to Galbraith.
The tl1e.'> is that the motive-force
hehinc1 the growth of large-scale
reta ili ng is the need to counter, ·a il the large-scale producer receives no support from British
conditions ... Th us, Galbraith's
vision of an emba ttled movement
fighting big business on behalf
of the consuming public is, a t
bes t, a very small p art of the
truth . The existence of a coop erative movement does not, in
itself, guarantee the ex rei e of
countervailing power.
T he fina l and fa tal defect of counterva iling tl1eory, as a replacement
for the competitive market, was t11e
susceptibility of the Galbraithian
cou ntervailing model of infla tionary
forces. H e himself was fixst to ad mit
that
inflation poses a far more serious
threat to decentra lized decision
than does depression. When
there i inflation, as noted, the
elf-regulatory mechanism based
on coun tervailing power, ceases
to be effective. (AC 196)
In a period of excessive demand,
both unions and emp loyers can afford
to pass wage and price raises on to
the consumer. Because the p eriod
since ' Varld W ar II h as been characterized by excessive demand, countervailing power h a been irrelevant to

all intents and purposes.
The controversy that surrounded
the theory of coun tervailing power
did not faze Professor Galbraith.
There were t\\'o reasons for iliis.
First, he h ad set out to combat ilie
"conventional wisdom," and had anticipated disagreement from fellow
econom ists. Secondly, he had formed
in countervailing p ower the most acceptable arg ument on behalf of
Keynesian economics.
As he pointed out in Chapter VI
of American Capitalism, "The D epre sion Psychosis," the "conventional
wisdom" and fac tors of prestige were
ob tr ucti.ng business acceptan ce of
Keynes' theor ies. "In practice, t11e
Keynesian sy t ern was nev r really
accepted a:; symmetrical." (AC 18)
The theory of coun tervaili ng p ower
was thus envisaged by Galbra iili as
providing tha t symmetry by rationalizing the in volvement of government
as only one factor of a normal market, r un in terms not of individual
buyers and sellers, but in terms
of selling, consuming, and voting
aggregates.
It is significant to note, first, how
often Galbraith draws attention to
the conventional wisdom; second,
how he all but ignore ilie conb:oversies surrounding his preconcep tions (despite his often repeated ap peals to facts instead of beliefs); and
th ird, how his own work is pitch ed
on a philosophical rather t11an on a
descriptive level. In reality, American
Capitalism is an attemp t to philosop hize as well as to describe. Dr. Joan
Robinson, whose work on monop oly
and ind ustrial concentration was
highly resp ected by Galbraith, considered his work m ore philosophical
ilian economic. In h er r eview of
American Capitalism in the Economic Journal, she says:
I t is d oubtful how far it (coun-
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tcrvailing power) will succeed in
debunking 'laisser-fai.re.' Professor Galbraith is too candid (or
should we say too cynical?) to
he altog ther welcome as an
ally, and his scheme lacks the
moral beauty of the old orthodoxy. Professional economists
can certainly profit from the
lines of thought which he sugge ts. It will be interesting to
watch the fate of the ideology
which he proposes with the audience to which it is adclr sed.
Throughout American Capitali m,
Galbraith refers to "automaticity" as
a myth. In this he means that the
automaticity of a "laisser-fa ire" markctplac is no longer true. With his
theory of countervailing power, he
re-establishes au tomaticity on what
he feels is a more reali tic basis. But,
as he readily admits in Chapter VI,
it is to rationalize a seri s of economic policies involving gov rnm nt
intervention. The advantage of his
solution is that it solves the problem
of "power," with which the English
and Am rican political traditions
have always been preoccupi ed. J.
Jewke ·, writing in 1953 in Economica, in an article entitled "Monopoly and Economic Progress," says:
Professor Galbraith seems to
resurrect the idea of a ''hidden
hancl'' at work in economic
society. "A benign providence
. .. has made the modern industry of a few large firms an
almost perfect insa·ument for
inducing technical changes."
The popular acceptance of countervailing power has been enthusiastic.
It off rs a simple explanation of the
fundamental forces behind a complex
economic system. More subtly, it
filled an important gap in liberal
ideology. Liberals had found capitalism philosophically acceptable only

with a large scale unionization of
workers and growth of government
regulation. The charge levelled by
conservatives that such changes were
wasteful , was a serious one. To the
extent that countervailing theory
could "prove" that unions and government intervention were not only
desirable but economically fea ible,
liberal ideology receiv d its capstone.
Galbraith himself commented on this
in 1955 in Economics and the Art of
Controversy:
~lore than simple and comprehensible government is at stake
in the issue of automaticity a
agains t th e guicled economy. A
whole new standard of public
ethics is also involved. Policies
which once were advanced on
hum a nitarian a ncl ega litari a n
grounds become functional.

S

II. Th e Affluent Society

INCE the econd W orld W ar,
the American economy has experienced continuous inflationary
pressure. The countervailing power
of h·ade unions has been negligible,
because countervailing power "only
op rates when there is a relative
scarcity of demand." (AC 133) In the
inflationary situation, or period of
excessive demand, both unions and
employers can afford to pass rising
costs and wage increases on to the
consumer. (AC 138)
According to Galbraith, a lack of
countervailing power has allowed inflation to undermine economic stability. The problem of inflation is
one of a choice between two desirable ends, full employment and stability. Because political stability
demands full employment, it is
economic stability that is acrificed.
As full employment or full capacity
is approached, inflation becomes
inevitable.
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In these markets - those characterized by what economists call
oligopoly - as capacity is app roached it becomes pos ible
and profitable to mark up prices.
The fact that all firms arc at or
near capacity is assurance that
no firm , by holding back, will
captu re an in creased share of the
market. (Th e Affluent Society,
p. 170. H erein after all references
to Th e Affluent Society will be
marked by AS and the page
number. The edition of The Affluent Society used was published in 1958 by the ew York
Amer ican Library, New York.
The Edito r. )
At present, inflation is conh·oll ed.
Jt is large eno ugh to carry th e pressure of increas ing factor costs, and
a lso prov ides a mea urc of prosperity.
It is not great enough to discourage
p eople from continuing to hold or
accept money as a stable measure of
valu e. The danger in this situ at ion is
that, as the lag between pri ces rises
and wage in creases shortens, th e
un certa inty th at price rises will follow wage in creases automatically
tends to disappear. As this happens,
p eople will be discouraged from considerin g money a a tabl e measure
of value. The threa t that it may even hJalJy undennine th e exchange value
of money has to be r cognized and
must vent ua lly be dealt with.
Th e probl em of co untervailance
becomes a problem of mployment
and inflation. The Afflu ent Society is
the second part of Galbraith's u·ilogy
on th e American economy and is his
most famou work It is an examination and criticism of the reasons
behind the American choice of fullemployment over stability, th e implications of that choice, and th e alternatives to it as a na tional economic
policy.

Th e concern for full employment
is at once the least questionable and
most puzzling policy inherent in our
system. It is the least questionable
because the nee ssity of full employment is an accept d axiom in American political discourse. It is the most
puzzling because, upon r flection, it
i not an economic necessity.
A full employmen t policy demands
that we produce at full capacity. This
requiT s consumption, not on a true
level of want, but on a level necessary
to support full capacity production.
If capacity coincides with want, the
system functions with little need for
admirlisu·ative intervention. If, however, th e capacity to produce exceeds
th e capacity to wan t, th e economy
will suffer grave dislocation. TI1e
major premi c of Th e Affluent Society is that ou r capacity to produce
has exceeded wha t would have been
our "normal'' desire to consume. Disloca tion has not occurred beca use
our p resent level of want has been
co ntrived in ord er to support the
present level of production.
Circumspectly, most of Galbraith's
predecessors had avoided th e philosophi cal-psychological morass of trying to determin e the validity of
economic want ·. Th ey had set the
boundaries of economic science at
weighing th e expression of wan ts not the wants th em elves - through
th e measurable expression of those
wants in purchases and prices. Convenien tly, wants th emselves were
ass um ed to b e indivisable from p ersonality and thus not within the
competence of economics to judge.
("Alfred Marshall, who on this as on
so many other things, laid down the
rules to which economists have since
adJ1 ered, noted that 'the economist
studies mental states rather tlu·ough
their manifesta tions than in themselves ... "' AS 120.)
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Dr. Galbraith believed that such
resb·ictions, however profe sionally
necessary they might be, arc useless
in considering problems such as demand theory. For this reason, in the
words of the University of Chicago's
Harry Johnson, he has put the discussion on the level of political economy
"instead of the more recent 'economics' or more technical 'economic
theory', as an excuse for a broad,
discurs ive political-philosop hi ca l
approach."
As early as 1952, Galbraith wrote
that the American economy was
characterized by an inordinate concern for production. "Vole have become so accustomed to investment
and expansion that it is in some
danger of b coming a god to be
worshipped for its own sake." The
question, for Galbraith, became what
was really behind such concern for
prod uction. H e agreed with the "conventional wisdom" as to what should
be behind it. In the June 22, 1952
issu e of the New Y01·k Times, he
wrote: "Like all other things in economics it (produ ction) should be
su borclinatc to individual preference."
But because of several characteristics
of the American economy, Galbraith
set ou t in The Affluent Society to
prove that individual preference was
not the basis of the modern productive ystem.
In American Capitalism, he had
brought attention to the rising importance of advertising and other
sales techniques. At first, this development wa · characterized as i.ndcmic to a highly productive and
sophisticated economy.
Our proliferation of selling activity is the counterpart of comparative oppulence. Much of it
is inevitable with high levels of
well-being. It may be waste but

it is waste that exi ts because
the community is too well off to
care. (AC 102)
In the light of his assertion that
production is fueled primarily by
conccm for employment, however,
Galbraith could point to advertising
as the ou tstanding proof that consumer d mand is more the exprc sion
of the system' needs th an the needs
of the people who arc suppo eel to be
served by the system.
All attempts to organize and facilitate consumption claim that consumption is ba eel upon independently
determined wants. But since advertising has become an institution and
production has b come an index of
pro peril)' a new system of priorities
has come into being. In the face of
this change, to appreciate the spectacle of politicians calling for more
production,
one must imagine a humanitarian
who was long ago persuaded of
the grievous shortage of hospital
facilities in the town. H e continues to importune tJ1c passersby for money for more beds and
refuses to notice that the town
doctor is deftly knocki11g over
pede trians with hi car to keep
up the occupancy. (AC 128)
The ability of advertising to contrive demand demonstrates that
wants no longer assume an automatic
value in terms of price as do the
goods that supposedly represent
them. \\'hen advertising becomes important to a product, that indi cates
that a particular item is not so immediately important to our survival
as some other good is. For this
reason, GalbraitJ1 assumes, not all
wants are so urgent as others. This
concept can be found in the tJ1ought
of Keynes, who wrote that there is a
distinction in human consciousness
between
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those needs which arc absolute
in the sense that we feel them
\\ hatcvcr the ituation of om
fellow human be ings may be,
and those wh ich arc relative
only in that their satisfaction
lifts us above, makes us feel
superior to our fellows. (AC 122)
As urgent needs are satisfied, we
turn to the less urgent. Because the
less urgent wants arc secondary, uncertainty arises among producers on
how to meet these needs. The uncertainty grow as the secondary
wants become furth er and further
removed from absolute necessity.
This uncertainty arises from the "declining marginal urgency of goods."
In order to decrease this uncerta inty
producers resort to techniques such
as advertis ing and planned obsolescence to assure a market fo r their
product by assuring their goods a
"contrived" urgency.
Another fac tor that indicates the
lessoning marg inal urgency of American production is the growi ng importance of leisure in our culture.
Perceptively, Galbraith notes that
what a t first app ears to be an increasing demand for leisure, is really a
decreasing demand for goods.
In the last century a drastic
declin e has occured in the work
week .. . This decline reflects
a tacit b ut unmistakable acceptance of tl1e decl ining marginal
urgency of goods . . . H owever,
such is the hold of prod uction
on our minds that this explanation is rarely offered. The importance and rewards of leisure
arc urged, almost never the
un importance of goods . . . No
men tion is made of the fact that
even more would b e produced
in more time. (AC 259. This
evaluation of tl1e true nature
of leisure is reinforced by the

testimony of French economist
Joffre Dumazdicr, who claims in
T ou;ard a ociety of Leisure that
the phenomenon of leisure has
been totally ignored by economists as having real significance
to economic analysis.)
The rise in leisure instead of production is a key point in tl1is analysis.
High levels of production remain
desirable, but not the goods produced. The p rimary value of production itself is employment. As for the
wants tl1at support marginal production, they becom a suspect as the
inverted explanation of leisure by the
conventional wisdom.
One cannot defend production
as s:1tisfying want · if tha t produ ction crea tes the wants . . .
For then th e individual who
urges the importance of production to satisfy these wan ts is
precisely in the position of the
onlooker who applauds the efforts of the squirrel to keep
abreast of the wheel that is
propelled by his own efforts.
(AC 124)
The image of the caged squirrel is
the best possibl illustration of what
Dr. Galbraith has termed tl1e "dependence effect." This concept holds
that the bulk of our wants is determined by the present economic system and is not necessarily derived
from the au tonomous preference of
the population.
As a society becomes increasingly affluent, wants are increasingly created by the process by
which they are satisfied . . .
·wants thus come to depend on
output . . . The higher level of
p roduction has, merely, a higher
level of want creation necessitating a higher level of want
satisfaction. (AS 128)
The idea is not original. Economists
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as e.:tr1y as Alfr d :Yiarshall had indicated that a sophisticated economy
conld expect a dependence effect. (In
Principles of Economics, i\l arshall
noted: "Allhongh it is man's wants
in the earli st stages of his development that give rise to his activities,
yet afterwards each new step upwards is to he regarded as the
development of new activi ties giving
rise to new wants, rather than of new
wan ts giving r i c to new activities.")
Others such as Veblen had describ ed
these tendencies in the economy. (In
his work Theory of the Leisure Class,
Veblen remarked: "Conspicuous consump tion claims a relati vely larger
portion of the incom of the urb an
than of th e rural population, and the
cla im is also more imperative. The
result is that, in order to keep up a
decen t appearance, th e former h abitually live hand-to-mou th to a
greater extent than the latter.") T he
writer who seems to have influenced
Galbraith the most in this regard is
James Du esenberry. Duesenberry argues th at social imitation is the prime
motivator behind consumption.
Ours is a society in which one
of the principle social goals is a
higher standard of living . . .
This has great significance for
the theory of consumption . . .
The desire to get superior goods
takes on a life of its own. It provides a drive to higher expenditure which may even b e stronger
than that arising out of the needs
which are supposed to be satisfied by that expenditure. (AS
125-26)
If anything can be said of the
American economic system, it i th at
production is highly valued. Of the
reasons given for this value, substantial ones remain if production for
"urgent" consumption or such unusual motives as the drive to outdo
-

the Soviets arc excluded. At the
bottom of American production are
deeper reasons than want satisfaction.
Galbraith present them as twofold:
increas:n~?; production keeps a growing population employed and politically content. ("It is the increa c in
output in recent decades, not the
redistribution of income, which h as
brought the great material increase,
the well-being of the average man.
A 8:2) The origin of this foundation
w< s the Tcw Deal. D isaster occurred
in 19:29 when inventories were expanding faster than demand (when
p roduction began seriously to outdistance consumption). The experience of the 1930's demonstra ted that
employmen t was the keystone to a
stable economic ed ifice, and that
deflation was no longer an acceptable
economic policy. Th e experience of
the D epress ion merely reinforced the
tend ncy of the 1920's to equate prosper ity with ou tpu t.
T he importance of production
transcend our boundaries. \ Vc
arc regularly told - in the conventional wisdom it is the most
fr q uent justification of our
civilization, even our exi tence that the American standard of
living is "the marvel of the
world." (AS 102)
The situation is unfortunate. It confuse the r a] issue, which is one of
employment and income. It is confusion created by the "conventional
wisdom's" attempt to keep an issue
of political significance on a p urely
economic plane.
Even if the debate is confined to
the economic level, Galbraith is more
than willing to do battle if allowed
the initiative. Given the dep endence
effect, h e draws attention to the
wa te that advertising and marketing
produce. Since the pos ibility of
waste cannot be excluded from a
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system of contrived wants, he also
questions the validity of the wants
themselves. But his most telling argument is pitched on ground of the
opposition's choosing. Because the
"conventional wisdom" insists that
full employment is necessary for
economic stability, Galbraith uses
the inflationary character of full
employmen t to undercut the claim of
stability. By alluding to the threats
of "runaway" inflation, which is
abetted by the pressure of full employment, Galbraith asserts that the
present policy is self-defeating. In
this manner, he introduces political
policy alt rnatives as the only means
to stability.
There arc two alternatives in the
face of inflationary pressure. The first
poli cy involves direct price conb·ols.
In A Theory of Price Control Galbraith wrote: "In the imperfect market - in particular, in the market of
small numbers - price conb·ol qua
price conb·ol is a technically workable in ·b·ument of economic policy, at
least in the short run." The logic of
controls - from a pmely technical
viewpoint - is unassailable. Unfortunately for the economy, political
ideology becomes th primary test
of a program's feasibility. (AS 195)
One of the most amazing triumphs
of dogma has been to ignore the
significance of the inflationary problem altogether. "I n one branch of the
conventional wisdom - given patience, faith, and prayer - unemployment, inflation, and conb·ols can be
avoided." (AS 238-39) Thus the problem of dogma, of understanding and
combatting the conventional wisdom
becomes essential to the success of
any economic policy.
Galbraith, taking his example from
the fallibility of conventional wisdom
on inflation, questions its judgment
on price controls. H e maintains that
-

the be t possible solution to the
problem of inflation would be a
mixed policy of limited controls
supplementing a general decrease in
employment. But a policy of underemployment raises the question of
how income can be provided for that
segment of the population whose
production is considered the least
necessary.
The solution, or at least one part
of it, is to h ave a reasonably
satisfactory substitute for production as a source of income.
This and this alone would break
the present nexus between production and income and enable
us to take a more relaxed and
rational view of output without
subjecting individual members
of the society to hardship . . .
An obvious device for breaking
the nexus between production
and income security is at handthat is tl1e system of unemployment compensation. (AS 229)
But production as a value is dependent upon believers, and many
bcli vers are believers because it
enhances their own social position.
As an apology for the status quo tl1e
b·anscendent value of production has
made men the servants of the system
rather than its object.
The fact that a man was damaging society by his fa ilure to
produce has been, in the last
analysis, tl1e basis for a fair
amount of highly conven ient indifference and even cruelity in
our behavior . . . A good deal
of practical heartlessness was
what served the social good.
Y.lany people have always found
it painful to work. To show tl1cm
compassion might b e to damage
production .. . \Ve have for long
had a resp ected secular priesthood whose function it has been
32-

to rise abo,·e questions of religious ethic , kindne ·, and compa sian and show how these
might have to be sacrificed on
the altar of the larger good.
(AS 226-27)
The Affluent Society attempted to
negate the "conventional wisdom" by
demolishing the moral self-righteousness of the system. "The corrupting
effect on the human spirit of a small
amount of unearned revenue has
unquestionably been exaggerat d as,
ind ed, have the character-building
values of hunger and privation." (AS
255) It also attempted to anticipate
the inevitable charge of sociali m by
enlisting the support of none other
than Richard ixon. ("In recent years
there has been the beginning of a
discussion of the four-day week In
1956 it was formally advanced as a
prospect by tl1e Republican candidate
for the vice-presid ncy, 1r. Richard
M. ixon." AS 237) The final step
is to put compensation on a graduated basis, dependent upon ilie
general level of unemployment. This
increases the viability of the system
and enhances the federal ability to
forestall major dislocations through
Keynesian techniques. (AS 232)
A second area where federal involvement could break the connection between production and income
was f deral spending. (AS 165) Galbraith developed ilie idea iliat cont:rived demand and the "dependence
effect" have caused production to
center its attention on consumer
items. He tl1en raised the question as
to what extent contrivance had
shifted manpower and other resources
away from social services. H e pointed
to the vast sums spent on advertising
and planned obsolescence as compared to the low salaries afforded
teachers and oilier civil servants as
conclusive evidence tl1at productive

capacity had been overbalanced in
the direction of consumer goods
production. As for the arguments
often advanced against increased
government spending as just more
wasteful expenditures, Galbraith dismis ·eel them out of hand.
Complaint about waste and inefficiency in performing these
services, which is endemic in
our political comment and rarely
without foundation , should not
be allowed to confuse the is ue.
Very important functions can be
performed very wastefully and
often are. And waste can rarely
be eliminated by reducing expenditure. It is far easier to cut
the function than the waste, and
this is what occur . (AS 190)
The postwar onslaught on the
public services left a lasting imprint. To suggest tl1at we canvass
our public wants to see where
happiness can be improved by
more and better services has a
sharply radical tone. Even public
services to avoid disorder must
b e defended . By contrast the
man who devises a nostrum for
a non-existent need and then
successfully promotes both remains one of nature's noble men.
(AS 211)
Undoubtedly the most influential
part of The Affluent Society was ilie
concept of "social balance." The overempha is on consumer products, Galbrait11 argued, has resulted in less
public consumption (in tl1e form of
schools, recreational centers, etc.)
than modern society requires. Unfortunately, the present productive
system is hostile to any change in
present priorities. Its defense is to
charge tl1at social expenditures are
not only wasteful, but are manipulated and tyrannical because they are
derived from compulsory tax assess-
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ments. The question is one of economic policy, })lit the sphere of action
is political. I t is precisely in this
tw ilight between politics and economics that philosophical combat
between conservatives and liberals
is hot and heavy.
Dr. Galbraith's arguments in support of go ,·c rnmcnt involvement were
a significant contribution to the
liberal cause. As American Capitalism had insisted that governmen t
power was a necessary substitute for
a d funct market system, The Affluent Society provided a program of
"social ba lance" spending. The Affluent Society is Galbra ith's mos t noted
and influential work. The impact of
h is arguments on beha lf of governm ' nt expenditures established the
conom ic feasib il ity of the tradi tional
libera l program. Il is con tention that
socia l spend ing was as beneficial as
private xpcndi tures is clearl y mir ro red in the philosophy of the New
Fron tier and Great Society. In a
word, many readers fo und Th e Afflu ent Society to be th e best expression
of a growing feelin g that our social
p riorities need d drastic revision. As
early as 1952, Galbraith had anticip ated th i senti ment when he wrote
in the arti cle, "We Can Prosp er":
In a peaceful world, more yea rs
of better edu ca tion, more tim e
for en joyment of home, th e arts,
the cou ntryside, or, for th at
ma tter, going to th e races might
be preferred to more steel mills,
to prod uce more a utomobiles,
r fri gerators, television sets and
oth er gadgets y t (a nd p rhaps
mercifull y) unborn .
L iberals had long been sceptical
of conserva ti ve claims th at th e "Jaisser-fai re" economy was th e only
mechan ism suited to a d moncratic
society. The favorite textbook analogy
tha t purchases were "dollar vote " in
-

an "economic election'· of preference
was r jcctcd in the face of unequal
income distribution and an economy
accused of the subtle tyranny of the
dependence effect.
Galbraith ignored the problem of
income di tribution in hope of at
least securing a wider freedom of
choice. He viewed the mechanism of
"social balance" as the only sure
means by which people can truly
secure direction of the conomic system that is supposed to be serving
them. :\1ore important, they can insulate themselves from the working of
the dependence effect by improving
the educational system through a
program of increased expenditures.
T hen and on ly then can th e popu lation he liberated from the threat of
economic or political manipu lation.
Synthesis and emu la tion are
mos t persuasive in crea ting deire fo r simple physical objects
of con umption or simp] ' modes
of en joyment which require no
previous conditioning of th e consumer . . . A mass appeal is thus
succes ful , an d hence it is on
th ese things that we find concentra ted th e main weight of
modern wan t creation. By contras t, more eso teric desires music and fin e arts, literary and
scientifi c interests, and to some
extent travel - ca n norm all y be
syn th esized, if at all , only on th e
basis of a good deal of pri or
ed uca tion. T hus the effect of
ed uca tion and pm tanto of social
balance is to increase th e range
of wan ts to be sa tisfied and to
lessen the dependence on those
which mus t be contrived . (AS
219)
The trues t evaluation of The A fflu ent Society may have been p enned
by the MIT economist, Paul Samuelson. ' Vrote Samu elson in the Col34 -

lected Scientific Pa pers of Paul A.
Sam uelson:
\\"hen we economists th ink how
often in recent years people have
been asking us "What do you
think of The A fflu ent Society?" and how embarras ·ing the question ha been to so many of us
bu y b eavers - we can appreciate that this work stands as
good a chance as any of be ing
read and remembered twenty
years from now.

III. Th e N ew Industrial State
HE .New !nclustrial State was

T pu bl1shed

m 1967 after b eing
more than ten years in the offing.
The title indicates the author's objective, which was to defin e in new
outline the na ture of an economy
"characterized by tl 1e large corporation." (Th e A ew Industrial State, p .
10. H ercinaft r all references to The
e w Industrial State will be marked
by NIS and the page number. The
edition of Th e N e w Industrial State
used was published in 1967 by
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston. The
Editor.) American Capitalism and
Th e A fflu ent Society demon trated
Galbraith's opinion that the conventional wisdom had misrepresented
the real corporate system.
It was a world in which the
motives of organization members
seemed not to fit the standaTd
textbook mold. Nor did the relationship b etween business and
state. Tor did markets. Especially markets. So faT from b eing the
controlling power in the economy, markets were more and
more accommodated to the
needs and convenience of busiumerous
ness organizations.
writers had dealt with parts of
this reality but without assuming
larger change. I became per-

suackcl reluctantly, tha t these
part belonged, indeed , to a
much g rea ter and very clo ely
articulated process of change.
(i\'I vii)
Th e ew Industrial State is an effort
to tic togther a number of these insights into a coherent form. Many
were fir t considered in earlier Galbraith works. Many more grew out
of concept that were merely touched
upon.
Apart from his own work on price
and the concept of the marketplace,
Galbra ith saw change in a number
of institutions. The work of Adolf
Bcrle and Gardiner ~[ cans greatly
infl uenced him, if not led him, to
conclud e th at the very founda tion
of the corporate system was in a
sta te of upheaval. Referring to their
class ic study in legal philosophy, The
M odem Corporation and Privat e
Property (] 932), Galbraith noted in
195 1 in j ourney to Poland and Yugoslavia that "i t showed that the bu iness corporation, far from being just
a different and more effective way
of doing business, was p art of a new
'corpora te system'."
By 1958, Galbraith began to contemplate writing a study of the overall realignment of government and
market forces now taking place. "I
would like to ask and seek to answer
the qu estion of where conomic
power resides in modern American
society," he wrote in j ourney to
Poland and Yugosla uia. By 1960 he
had determined that the first step in
any such effort would b e a plausible
explanation of the new status of the
business corporation. In a N ewsweek
interview on August 8, 1960, he said:
For some time now, I've been
trying to see what I could do to
develop a unified theory of
large-scale organization in indus-
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try, ,vhcthcr it he steel mills or
antomohilc works. \\'hat arc the
common featmcs to be found
nnder cithn the capitalisti c or
the So\'ict sv "tcm?
Thi s was the process th at eventually
ga\'c birth to The New l nduslrial

State.
Tbron shon t thi · period, Galbraith
continncd to hold many of the positions he had taken in American
Capitalism and The Affluent Society.
In his foreward to The New Industrial Stale he wrote: "I must again
remind the reader that this book had
its origins alongside The Affluent
ocietl) . It stands in relation to that
book as a house to a window. This is
th stw cturc; th e earli r book allowed th e first glimpse inside." (NIS
ix) Oth er insights were d eveloped
more fully.
One insight in particular involved
th e principle of "profit max imiza tion. "
This was a venerable assumption that
businessmen cou ld be co unted on to
pursue profits to the exclusion of
almos t all else. Galbraith continued
to hold th at th e d ependence effect
was va lid , and th at th ere was an
in creas ing tendency, as L ew is put it
in "W orld Throu gh Galbra ith's Eyes,"
on th e part of tl1 e economi c sys tem
"to create th e demand that it satisfies,
throu gh product variation, advertisin g, an d sa les strategy." But by 1958,
Ga lbra ith bcc:amc highl y scep ti cal of
th e trad itional beli ef th a t th e real
motivation for this ac tivity was a
d esire by busincs men to maximize
their p rofi t . Market ing Efficiency in

Puerto Rico, Tl1e Affluent SocieliJ,
and ]ourn eu to Polan d and Yugoslacia were published that year. They
r eveal that Galbraith had begun to
d oubt that profit maximization lay
behind the majority of business d ecisions. In doin g so, he was followin g
the lea d of oilier writers who had

taken note of the fact iliat oligopolistic markets avoided price competition. Like Galbraith, they reasoned
th at competition was merely channelcJ into oilier forms . But many, as
had Galbraith, first ignored the fact
that this displaced competition might
di prove certain traditional beliefs.
In 19.52, for instance, Dr. Joan Robinson set out to do some revising. In
"'Full Cost' and 1Ionopolistic Competition," an article in the Economic
Journal, she wrote:
\ Vhen ilie consequences of . . .
(profit maximization ) are displayed it is seen to be too simple
to fit all th e facts, and we now
need to discover what in reality
arc th e motives governi ng entrepreneurs' decisions . . . and to
consider how much (if anyiliing)
remains of th e 'body of economic
reasonin g' trad iti onall y used to
justify th e bisser-faire sys tem.
William Baumol a ttempted in 1953
in an arti cle entitled "On th e Th ory
of Oligopoly" in Economica to repl ace profit max imiza tion as a valid
assumption of behavior and instead
claimed th at "the typical large corp oration in th e United States seeks to
maximize not its profits but its total
reven ues wh ich th e businessman calls
his sales." In 1965, two years before
the publication of Th e New InduslTicil Stale, Adolf Berle joined the
"revisio ni ts " when he wrote in ilie
QuaTlerly Journal of Econom ics that
long range sale· planning characterized modern corporati ons: "TI1ci.r
policies ilius require and include
long-range p lanning, for periods of
five to twenty years ahead . At any
given moment, they will sacrifice a
portion of immeJia te p rofit for longrange position ."
A rejection of th e prin ciple of profit
maximi za tion is a com erstone of The
New Industrial State. It is essential
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to an understanding of th realities
behind the politics and economics of
the system. Because the "technostructure" - as that class of people in
go,·ernmcn t and business \\'ho run
things - is th foundation of the
system, it is necessary to understand
their goals. Until profit maximization
is expelled from its presumptively preemptive role, the way is not open for
the exam in:1 tion of the goals of the
technostructure. ( 1IS 114) Once the
goal of secmity is shown to be the
principle business motivation, many
of Galbraith's observations about the
nature of the economy can b e tested
against this assumption since "what
an organization will seek from society
will be a refl ection of what members
seck from the organization." ( IS 128)
The modern corporation has grown
out of ( 1) a concern for security
(which comes to it from the technostructure), and (2) from the growth
of business concentration and industrial technology (noted by Marjorie
W. Leigh in an abstract of A. D. H.
Kaplan's "The Cmrent Merger Movement Analyzed" in Economic Abstracts, IV). The concern on the part
of the technostTucture for security
was related by Galbraith as early as
1958. In The Affluent Society he
wrote that
the elimination of economic insecurity was pioneered by the
I usiness firm in respect of its
own operations. The greatest
source of insecurity, as noted,
lay in competition and the free
and unpred ictable movement of
competitive market prices. From
tl1e Yery beginning of modern
capitalist society, busines men
haYe adiliessed themselves to the
elimination of the mitigation of
tl1is source of insecmity. (AS 85)
That the corporation was the principle bulwark against insecmity was

proposed in Galbraith's Tlze Liberal
II our (1961).
The centerpiece of the modem
capitali. t economy is tl1e great
corporation ... Through conh·ol
of its prices and of its sources of
upply, by diversification of it
products, by research ... and, in
d grec, b y the management of
consumer tastes, the modern corpora tion has either eliminated or
much reduced the main sources
of insecurity of the competitive
firm. Consequently earnings arc
highly reliable.
In 1958, Professor Galbraith wrote
in Journey to Poland and Yugosla via
tl1at "increas ingly, ownership and
active management of corporate enterprise hm·e become divorced." This
had developed out of capital's cone rn for security, prompted mainly
by the growing technical inh·icacy of
our society. The new significance of
management re ulted from its ability
to cop with this technical intricacy.
In 1961, Galbraith put the itu ation
in more precise terms in Th e Liberal

Hour.
Ownership of capital has come
to count for much 1 ss than
ownership of ability, knowledge,
and brains. The man of ability
could get tl1e capital; the man
who had capital and was devoid
of other qualification had become pretty much a hopeless
case. (Even to give away his
money would ev ntually require
the services of a professional.)
In effect, management now controlled the economic power formerly
wielded by the entrepreneur. (NIS 49)
The movement of power from
capital to manag ment is a direct
cause of tl1e cLminishing importance
of profit maximization. Considering
that the manager class will not receive tl1e profits it maximizes, and
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considering that maximization may
threaten their security (through
aroused public action or a suicidal
price war), it would be the height of
fooli !mess for the individual manager to do more than would be
reasonably expected of him - which
is to make a "respectable" profit for
his employers. ( 1IS 114) "Executives of the large corporation do
not receive the profit which may
result from taking a chance, while
their position in the firm may be
jeopardized in the event of serious
loss. " ( ~IS 168) The fact that industries have actually sought to increase
their prospect for security at the
expense of profits has found increasing acceptance in recent economic
literature.
The princip le of sales maxim ization
soon ov rshadowed the need for
counterva il ing power. Only then was
Galbrai th open to the long standing
problem of un ion effectiveness as a
coun tervailing force. In The New
Industrial State, he finally concurr d
with h is critics that
in fact the ind ustrial system h as
now largely encompassed the
labor movement. It has dissolved
some of its most important functions; it has greatly narrowed its
area of action; and it has bent its
r sid ual operation very largely
to its own needs. ( I S 281)
The only effective countervailing
force was government, b ut it too was
u bj ct to important modification in
the new indusb·ial state.
T he growth of ind ustrial technology has had the p ar adoxical effect
of increasing corporate concenb·ation
on the one h and, and expanding
managerial autonomy on the otl1er.
( IS 79) The need for technical
proficiency in the management of
production has confined control of
planning to those managers who

possess that competence. ( IS 77)
Galbraith noted in Journey to Poland
and Yugoslavia:
For large enterprises I sugge ted
that the ciitical question was
managerial autonomy and not
owner hip. The problem is to
accord them the requisited independence of decision and in a
context where the incentives
favor socially desirable decisions.
The need for autonomy exists on both
the plant and staff levels. A publication of the Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical Corporation points out that
the very different environment
in \\'hich the corporation must
survive today is creating a quite
different kind of corporate organization . It i in a state of
profound transition from a monolithic, bureaucratic hierarchy to
an increasingly democratic, freeform team cooperation.
The remarkable feature of technological au tonomy is th at it has become
a significant factor in both the American and Soviet economies. Ever since
h is visit behind the Iron C urta in in
195 , Professor Galbraitl1 had been
in trigued by the idea that tl1e American and Communist economies had
much more in common than either
wished to admi t. The adjustments
made by Soviet economic though t in
coming to grips with a crrowing technostructure promp ted h im to question
if the two systems were developing
along sin1ilar lines.
In sum, it seems likely that the
Soviet r esolution of the problem
of autl1ority in the industrial
enterprise is not unlike that in
the West - although no one can
be precisely sure. Full social
authority over the large enterprise is proclaimed . Like that of
the stockholder and the Board
of D irectors in the United States,
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it is celebrated in all publi c
ritu al. Th e people and Party are
p aramount. But in practice large
and increas ing autonomy is accorded to the enterprise. ( TIS
107)
F or Galbraith, th e treml is apparent.
Both capitalist and communi t economies nrc being run more and more by
a technocrati c elite.
Th e growth of con centration and
technology has compli cated th e role
of the state. Keynes su cceeded in admittin g government to an important
function as the economy's chief stabilizin g influence. But the popular
prejudice aga inst governm ent powerful enough to manipulate th e national
economy remains largely intact. In
Th e Liberal Hour, Galbraith stated:
Social nos talgia supports th e belief th at th e sta te governm ents
arc more desirabl e instruments
of public admini stration , . . .
although most recent exp eri ence
would sugges t th at th e F ederal
Government is usually the more
effi cient and effective, as well as
more hon est administrator, and
that it is also generally more
re ponsive to popular will.
Following a countervailing model,
theoretically the role of government
should be to grow with business
con centration. But by The New Industrial State, Galbraith realizes that
technology, while liberating business
management from capital, also liberat s industry from supervision. A
critic of Galbraith, R. Fitch, puts the
matter even more pessimistically in a
Ram parts article in May 1968, entitl ed "A Galbraith Reappraisal: the
Ideologist as Gadfly."
It i the "technical complexity
and planning and associated
scale of operations" that has
made things too complex for
democratic control over the

mea n · of producti on to b e exercised today . H ow could an clccti\'e bod y run a tecl factory? It
would be imposs ibl e.
Ga lbraith all but admits as much
when he criti cize
oci ali sm as
"shockingly in cffi ci nt," e pecially in
th e li ght of modern technol ogy. Ind eed , more technology itself "defines
a growin g fun cti on of th e modern
state." (NI 5) T o th e degree that
techn ology has crea ted an industrial
techno tructure, interd ep endence has
mad e the growth of a governm ental
technostructure necessary. ( TIS 296,
392) As a result, th e technostru cture
encompasses both industry and governm ent. It is wh at rca ll y forms the
b:1sis of "th e system. "
D esp ite protests to th e contrary,
"we have an economi c system which ,
wh atever its form al ideological billing, is in ·ubstantial part a pl ann ed
economy." (NIS 6) The technicians
of th e modern economy exist in both
production and management. Th e
dan ger is apparent once th ese assumptions are mad e.
If we continue to believe that
th e goals of the industrial system
. . . are coordinated with life,
th en all of our lives will be in
th e service of these goals . . .
Our wants will be manag d in
accord ance with the needs of
the indu stri al system . . . the
state will be subj ect to similar
influ ence; education will be
adapted to industrial need;
the disciplines required by the
indu strial system will be th e
conventional morality of th e
community. (NIS 398)
The probl em with economic pl anning was raised ori gin ally in The
Affluent So ciety. The problem continues to plague the new industrial
state, and is magnified by the death
of countervailing power. Social bal-
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ancc spending no longer offer a sure
refuge since the government is in the
h ands of the technostructure. :\'othing
exemplifies this fact more than the
gro\ving expenditure on military
hardware, a fact Galbraith commented on in Th e Liberal Hour. As
planning becomes more intricate and
techn iqu es become more adept, it
becomes easier for the system to
fabricate its own raison d'etre. Th is,
of course, enhances the secmity of
the system and all associated with it.
I am led to the conclusion, which
1 twst others will find persuasive, that we are becoming the
servants in thought, as in action,
of the machine we have created
to serve us . .. I am concerned
to suggest the general lines of
emancipa tion. Otherwise we w ill
allow economic goals to have an
undue monopoly of our lives and
at the expense of other and more
valuable concerns. ( IS 294)
Dissatisfaction with this situation is
on the rise in America. It has always
been high in the Soviet Union. In
both societies there is the growing
realization that "what counts is not
the quantity of our goods, hut the
quality of our life." ( IS 7, 8)
As the influence of the technostructure has spread, it has become
increasingly difficult fo r external
influence to assert itself for either
good or evil. As the technostructure
h as become isolated from p opular
influence it has ceased to refl ect the
wants of the people and has instead
m anip ulated those wants to suit the
needs of the system. Three factors
conh·ibute to this. F irst is the ability
of large social structures to avoid
responsibility for their actions. "The
greatest problem in department bureaucracies," Galbraith wrote in the
D epartment of State Bulletin for July
8, 1963, "is the fact that the p eople

there become insulated from any attachmen t or identifi cation with results." Second is the ability of the
large corporations to finance themselves internally, using their earnings
ucccssfu lly to meet capital needs.
(:\IS 40-41) Finally, it is the ability
of the technostructure to set the goals
of society that insulate it the most
thoroughly from serious criticism.
"The fig leaf by which power i kept
out of sigh t is held in place not only
by econom ists but by the statutes of
the United States and the decisions
of its cour ts." (1 IS 187)
The real danger is tha t the true
natme of society and the role of the
technostructme will be ignored out
of fear of having to confront an
extremely touchy problem.
It is the sound insti nct of conservatives that economic p lanning
involves, inevitably, th e control
of individual behavior. The
den ial that we do any planning
has helped to conceal the fact of
such control even fro m those
who are controlled . ( IS 23)
Like it or not, we m ust face up to
the alterna tives.
It is open to every freeborn man
to dislike this accommodation.
But he must direct his attack to
the cause. H e must not ask that
jet aircraft, nuclear p ower plants,
or even the modern automobile
in its modern volume be prod uced by firms that are subject
to unfix d prices and unmanaged
demand . H e must ask instead
that they not b e produced . ( IS
33-34)
It is a simple fact of modern ind ustTial life tha t our level of production
"requires the control of prices and
the management of the consumer."
( IS 317) As long as we shall continue to pursue the goods that largescale industry offers, we will have to
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pay industry's price. Fortunately, we
may still b e abl e to effect the terms
of that price.
In one respect th e technostructure
remain vulnerable to serious influence. It continues to be "d eply dependent on the educational and
scientific estate for its supply of
trained manpower." ( IS 289) That
the tech nostructure influences the
educational system, as it does everything, there is little doubt. But
educa tion lends itself th e leas t to
manipulation, an d the power of the
technostru cture is not so effective in
stifling virtues it applauds as it is
with activiti es it condemns.
While the commitment of the
cui ture, under the tutelage of
th e industrial system, to a singleminded preoccupation with the
production of goods is strong, it
is not complete. Rising income
also nurtures a furth er artistic
and intellectual community outside of the industrial system.
( IS 320)
It is through education that the
technostructure can be reached.
From The Affluent Society on,
right into The New Industrial State,
Galbraith maintains his belief that
"people are the common denominator
of progress . . . no improvement is
possible with unimproved people,
and advance is certain when people
are liberated and educated." Education is the only effective weapon
against an unresponsive technostructure.
The most important step has already been accompanied by the
diligent and responsive reader.
For knowledge of the forces by
which one is constrained is the
first step toward freedom ... A
further step, no less important, is
to identfy a mechanism which
will assert and promote the

ncrrlccted dimensions of life
against the powerful adaptive
motivation of the industrial system. (0-' IS 344)
Galbraith's conclusion is that th ere is
hope, in the form of the political
involvement of the intellectual community. "It is to the educational and
scientific estate, accordingly, that we
must turn for the requisite political
initiative." (1 IS 380) The mo t immediate criticism of Galbraith' solution to the problem of control is
apparent. As John Roche put it most
succinctly in N ewsweek on August 8,
1968: "Ken's trouble is he feels an
elite from academe should be the
sav iors of the coun try." Galbraith
seems ill c.li ·posed to allow any interpretation to th e contrary. H e does
seem to holc.l up education as the
eventual road to full participatory
democracy. It may b his sense of
realism which holds him to th e presen t, but his elitism is definitive. "It
is worth hoping that the educational
and scientific estate, as it grows in
power, will encourage and enforce
more exacting aesthetic standards.
1 othing would more justify its intrusion on public life." ( IS 352)
In positing this elitism, Galbraith
is flying into the teetl1 of th e conventional wisdom. As C. B. MacPherson has pointed out in his excell ent
article, "Market Concepts in Political
Theory," th e Anglo-Saxon concep t of
freedom has always rested on a fear
of concentrated power. A market
society was theoretically essential to
a liberal democratic state, because it
assured that economic power had to
remain fragmented. The crisis occurred when the economy b egan to
bury the market as inefficien t and a
danger to stability. In an issue of the
Canadian Journal of Economics in
1961, MacPherson wrote:
In so far as possessive market
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concepts go t into th e liberal
postulates about the nature of
man and society, into its moral
postula tes about the human
cs cncc, and were thence carri ed
into the pos tul ates of liberaldemocratic theory, the th eory
cann ot b e expected to be adequate in the twenti eth century.
Insofar as Galbraith has attempted to
face up to this revoluti on in society,
his criticism may serve the best interests of the democrati c trad ition. H e
wo ul d undoubted ly agree with MacPherson tha t "the justification of
li hcral-cl cmocracy still res ts, and must
rest, on th e ultim ate valu e of th e free
develop ing in dividual." H e must
recognize th at where support may be
bad in champ ionin g education as a
means to a more "rati onal" democracy in th e future, it is not go ing to
b e had for a rul e by academe in the
present. Intell ectu al ability is not the
onl y tes t of fitn ess to lead, and
probably no one understands this
b etter th an Dr. Galbraith.
IV. The Political E conomist
t\ most instances, th e work of John
Kenneth Galbraith is adaptive
and eclectic. A number of examples
of his indebtedness to oth er authors
has been given throughout this p aper.
A number of th e "insights" most
co mmonly attributed to him are
reall y two or three tim es removed,
textwise or even generation-wise.
John Stuart Mill, for instance, once
recorded in a nutshell wh at Galbraith
labored in The Affluent Society to
es tablish: "It is only in th e b ackward
countries of th e world th at in creased
produ ction is still an important object; in those most adva nced wh at is
economi call y needed is a b etter
distribution. " But Dr. Galbraith has
never been on e to ignore his debt to
oth ers. In The Affluent Society he
wrote: "Originality is something th at

I

is easil y exaggerated, especially by
authors contemplating th eir own
work. Th ere are few thoughts in this
essay, or so I would imagin e, which
h ave not occurred to other economists." (AS 1.5) :\lore important than
originality, Galbraith's work has exhibited a striking capacity to influence contemporary thought. \ Vriters
such as Vance Packard, Gunnar
Myrda l, or Paul Samuelson acknowledge a very general debt. The
comments of \Valter Lippman
demonstrated th at such ideas as the
dep endence effect have become p art
of the liberal public domain. As
quoted by Packard in the Waste
Makers:
Our p eopl e have been led to
bel ievc th e enorm ous fallacy that
the hi ghes t purpose of th e
American social order is to multiply th e enjoyment of consumer
goods. As a result, our public
instituti ons, parti cul arly those
having to do with edu ca tion and
research, have been . .. scandalously starved.
More p articular expressions of gratitude have com e from Michael
H arrington, author of T he Other
America (1962), and the University of
\ Visconsin 's Rob ert Lampman , former head of a Congressional study
tea m on poverty. In th e "Other Side
of Afflu ence," H arrington wrote:
One reason we can talk so
strongly about p overty now is
that th e case for afflu ence is
proved . . . Galbraith was th e
vi ctim of a book title that didn't
reall y express what he was saying. H e actu ally was a pion eer
in the whole field .
Critical comm ent, on the whole,
has been quite direct. In a number of
instances it has b een well founded.
Raymond Saulni er (Chairman of the
Presid ent's Council of Economic Ad-
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visor under Eisenhower) ha established th at much of the modern
corporate structure remains dependent upon external financing. The
British economist Colin Clark has
demonstra ted that the implied growth
of manipula tive tendencies is a relative thing. The only fea ible measure
(advertising expenditure as a proportion of Gross 1ational Product)
shows a clear decline from 1913 to
1930, and a fairly stationary level of
approximately two per cent since
then. Robert Fitch raised the very
real question in "A Galbraith Reappraisal" of how solid the technostructure can be considered .
T echnicians, according to many
experts, are developing into a
kind of "lumpenproletariat." Stanley H awkins, training coordinator at Lockheed Missile and
Space Company says: 'The problem of the unemployed engineer
is with us now - the problem
of the 'unemployable' engineer
is approaching with frightening
rapidity'.
William Comanor claims that, contrary to the assumptions of Sebump eter and Galbraith, a number of
studies show that the market situation of corporations, and not their
relative size, determines re earch outlays. Finally, a number of writers
have qu estioned Galbraith's valuation
of marginal production. H arry Oshima has suggested that the increase
in consumer durables has increased
stab ility in the family as well as in
the economy. In an Economist article
Hamish Hamilton characterized Galbraith's attitude toward consumer
goods as indicative of a "well-heeled"
male
preferably of intellectual and
thus non-tellywatching bent, who
belong(s) to a class or a country
which has enjoyed the motor car

as a universal good for more
than two decades. It is not a view
which will generally be supported by working class women,
whose standard of life h appen
to have been rai ·ed most by
the new products of the Ia t two
decade . To them the television
set, the washing machine, other
household con umer dmable ,
even the drip-dry hi1·t and the
much-maligned detergent really
are not simply ad-men's created
wants.
J\Iany critics consider these oversights and others as indicn ti ve of
Galbraith's gen ral econom ic incompetence. A'cil Jacoby, D ean of the
Graduate School of Bu inc ·s Administration at U.C.L.A. has said:
"J\Jr. Galbraith is a very talented
journalist and a very bad econom ist;
I wouldn't have him on my faculty."
Observed William F. Buckley in the
"Great :\1ongul": "Economists I know
say everything he writes on economics is either platitudinous or
wrong - or both." Jacoby, Buckley,
and others would probably agree
with Clark's evaluation from the
"Eminence of Professor Galbraith":
"An ability to write quickly and
abundantly, in a light and lively
manner, on industrial and economic
issues whic:h do not reach down to
the fundamen tals of economic and
political theory, is Professor Galbraith's real 'metier'."
The great charge levelled again t
Dr. Galbraith is that his approach to
economics is too glib. Tim e magazine
has gone so far as to term his style
"sleight of mouth." Many critics agree
wholeheartedly. In "A Galbraith
Reappraisal," Robert Fitch writes:
"The 'principle of consistency' which
Galbraith proclaims from his Procter
and Gamble soapbox - 'As always
reality is in harmony with itself' -
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smells suspiciously like IT cgel's excttse for Fcdcrick \\'illiam IV: '\\'hat
is real is rational'." Life magazine
speaks for many, particularly in regard to The 1\'ew Industrial State. A
Life review noted:
The unwary reader ,,·ho does not
keep a sharp eye on Galbrai th's
manipubtion of such words as
'control', 'power', and 'plan' may
find himself stuck with a very
large b ill of goods, some of
which is true bu t not new; and
more of wh ich is new but not
true.
:\Ianv others agree, but hasten to mix
their displeasure with generous
praise. For instance in "Economics
for Everybody?" Robert Lekachman
wri tes:
Th e layman had best view with
a wary eye the new doctrine
addressed first to him, whatever
its author's credentials. This is
the final, ungracious message I
derive from three virtuouso performan ces by one of the most
accomplished economists of his
genera tion.
H. Ian Macdonald in "The American
E conomy" says:
The talent most evident in all of
Galbraith's writings is his skill in
polemic and the use of language;
indeed it is no implied discou rtesy to suggest that this
talent surpasses his considerable
competence as an economist.
A British economist, J. R. Sargent,
once compared the professional
characteristics of British and American economists. H e fo unu the Americans to b e outstanding contributors to
the field of original economic research. The problem, he wrote, was
that in the midst of a very strong
tradition of originality, rigor, and
discipline, "they are so enamoured of
these virtues as to be insensitive to

the real ,·al ue of contributions which
lack them." Sargent's classic example
of this blindness is the "disapproval,
not to say contempt, with which most
young American economists regard
the work of Professor Galbraith."
Sargent vie\\'S the situation as an
unfortunate mistmderstanding of Galbraith's very r al valu e as an economist. Writing in "Are American
Economists Better?" in tl1e Oxford
Economic Papers, he noteu:
i\ Iost of us here would surely be
delighted to have coined the
p hrases that we have from him,
let alone clothed them in his
civilized prose, or achieved the
impact on the public mind tha t
he has. His concepts may be
wooly; his arg uments imprecise;
his tone may be sensational; his
remedies ill-advised. But even if
we were to concede all that, it
is surely no discredit to tl1 e profession tl1at one of its members
should have made the public sit
up and wonder about the purp oses and prosp ects of its economic system.
Although the popular mind may
not have been Dr. Galbraith's ultimate goal (as is suggested by
Monocle editor Victor avasky) its
capture was a spectacular accomplishment. Galbraith, said Seymour
H arris, "is probably the most read
economist of all times." H arris is
undoub tedly correct at least insofaT
as economists of this century are
concerned. Galbraith's success rests
up on his talent to deal entertainingly
with subject matter that is forever
threatening boredom. His wit, coup led with a knack for simplifying the
most complex issues and an intellect
unafraid to step beyond the pale of
economics, had led Schlesinger to call
him "perhaps the best known intellect
in the world today."
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ext to his t ndency to neglect cal proofs, G albraith's metl1odology
detail, the most frequently heard is dismissed as haphazard. Such
complaint about Galbraith's writings ri gor, for Galbraith's purposes, is
is tha t "political economy" is not a superfluous. H e agrees with Papanvalid approach to economic prob- dreou that economics cannot b e a
lems. In his efforts, at least, the "science" in the accepted sen e of the
political economist has the aid of word. lie also believes that ·tatistical
some very powerful allies. Simon analysis encourages tl1e view that the
Kuznets, for one, ha viewed the economic system is essentially static,
prospect of political economy as a view that is hostile to Galbraith's
fertile soil for the talented and enter- notion of economic being more truly
prising economist. He wrote in "The an expression of evolutionary process.
Language of Economics":
( 'IS 411)
If we ar e to deal with problems
Galbraith's "method," therefore,
of economic growth of nations,
isolates examples of this process
there is no way out but to atthrough logical deduction from gentempt to become more famili ar
eral postulates. This is the classic
with findings in such related
method of philosophical reasoning.
social disciplines as can tell
In another respect, his expo itions are
us something about population
surprisingly simi lar to the technique
growth patterns ... technologiused by Plato in tl1e Dialogues (only
cal change ... political instituin the modern instance tlle Sophist
is the "conventional wisdom" and
tions, and in general about patterns of b ehavior in human
Socrates is Professor Galbraith). Galspecies, partly as social animals.
braith's method also resembles the
The debate, of course, has always Marxist style of economic analysis;
b een stated in terms of economics as he deduces economic "realities" from
a "pure" science versus economics as the postulates behind our social instian "empirical" science. Galbraith has tutions (taking Thomas Sowell's defistyled much of the mathematical nition of institutions, postulated in
work as unrealistic - which some tlle "Evolutionary Economics of
has undoubtedly been . The whole Thorstein Veblen" in the 1967 Oxford
issue, as discussed in 1950 in the Economic Papers, as not so much
Economic Journal by Andreas things as "accepted patterns of
Papandreou, demonstrated that tl1e ideas."). Thus economics is the fountwo viewpoints were incompatible. dation of society, but the way to
The econometricians have lost im- economics is in an analysis of society.
The first American economist of
portant ground recently, especially in
the reevaluation of tlle entire prob- any renown to approach political
economy through cultural analysis
lem of market structure.
D espite their antagonism over ulti- was Thorstein Vebl n. Veblen estabmate principles, the empiricists have lished a tradition in American social
never repudiated tl1eir mathematical science that has largely b een ignored
training. As a result, American Capi- by economists, most of whom conicier Veblen a sociologist. A similar
talism , The Affluent Society, and The
New Industrial State have been at- reaction has been aroused by Galtacked by economists of either stripe. braitll. Edwin Dale, the ew York
Because it lacks tl1e precision of Times business editor, has written
formulas or the discipli.ne of statisti- that he "is at least as much the cultur-
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al anthropologist as the economist."
Thus, it is Professor Galbraith's
method, not his conclusions, that
really excites the controversy his
work has among members of the
economic profession. They feel that
his concern for the cultural fabric
that covers economic institutions is
not a proper concern for econom ics
itself. Galbraith defends this concern
by pointing out that economists inevitably must cons id er problems of ceonomic policy. Because social policy is
involved, he concludes that cultural
and political institu tions determine
many of the decisions which maintain and reinforce th e present system.
As Keynes h :~d demonstrated, th e
economic system now encompasses
an active agen t in th e form of the
national governm ent. It mnst be
umlcrstood in terms of cu ltmc and
philosophy. Id eas in th ese fi elds are
very much th e concern of th e mod ern
econom ist. (AS 25-26)
Th e "conventional wisdom" is Galbraith's term for th e tend ency to
measure truth by acceptability. Th e
confusion is whetl1 er acceptability is
a measure of tacit choice on th e p art
of a democratic society, or wh eth er
it is rea lly a conspiracy of circumstances that removes any possibility
of choice. Galbraith has attempted to
show th at mu ch of the ill ogic tha t lies
at th e base of our economi c and political institutions is du e to a lack of
choice. Th e Keynesia n revolution
upend eJ a number of th e more
cheri shed institutions and made many
more susp ect. The ferm ent in economi c theory, represented by tl1 e
writings of Galbraith and other iconoclasts, has been ca used by an attempt
to es tablish guiding principles by
which tl1 e economy and society in
general can be govern ed.
Th e return of economic comment
to first principles, and the reaction

against economics by consensus has
be n paralleled in the American
political sector. The grea t vehicle of
acceptability and consensus, the
moderate coa liti on of the 1950's and
early 1960's has come under sharp
attack and appears to be fragmenting
life and right. D ani el Bell, \VTiting in
Conflict or Consensus, comments:
In th e American political debates, there was rarely, except
for the Civil War, an appea l to
"first principles," as, say, irl
F rance, where every politi cal
division was rooted in the alignments of the French Revolution ,
or in the relationship of the
Catholic Church to the secular
state. In th e Un ited States, th ere
were three unspoken ass umptions: tl1at tl1 e values of th e individ ua l were to be maximized,
that th e rising material wealth
would dissolve all strains res ulting from inequality, and that the
con tinuity of exp eri ence would
provide solutions for all future
problems.
In th e same book Robert McClosky
has gone so far as to ti e the two
develop ments togeth er.
The striking fact in postbellum
political thought is that th e rise
of industrial capitalism in America transfi gured the going concep t of democracy as it had
transfigured so many other elemen ts in th e social fabric.
If McClosky's interpretation is correct, th en Galbraiili's a ttack on
acceptability appears to be fully
vindicated.
It is against th e "conventional wisdom," (not always conventional and
not always irlcorrect) tha t Galbraiili
has es tablished such ideas as "countervailing power," ilie "dep end ence effect," "marginal urgency," and the
"technostructure." Galbraith posited
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these concepts against the explanations of the "conventional wisdom."
Most £aired well. One, "countervailing power," proved to be no more
valid a descrip tion of price determination than the "free market" concept
had been. It almost seems that he
is not so concerned with himself
being correct as he is to point out
how incorrect accepted notions can
become.
The significance of John Kenneth
Galbraith is that he has expanded the

accepted role of an economist to
include social comment. H e has made
a notable break with n·adition and
many of his professional colleagues.
His wit and perception have earned
him a literate following. It is charged
that he glosses over details, and oversimplifies what i complex. What
fuels the fires of criticism undoubtedly contributes to his wide popular
appeal.
- EDWARD W. A DROS

•

•
She
she stands before the dawn
to watch me sift the day
into little piles of dust
that level in the wind
she stands to call me home
to the doorway of her eye
and whispers in soft tones
her orders for the night
-WILLIAM BUTALA

•
A Word
The word LOVE
at first is a gentle w hisper
like the sigh of the sea.
The whisper modulates to a myriad-voice choi1·,
and the word LOVE
resounds throughout
the universe.
- MARLE E BURTON
-
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Brancae C antra BHtala

Labia stulti miscent se rixis, et os eius iurgia provocat.
- Proverb 18:6
The Modern Vision
Smely needs a prison
Or else, I think
\Ve'lln ever stand the stink.
I'm not for sitting calmly
While cynics fib e and call m e
Passe for meditating
When I could my appetite be sating.
That kind of life is great, I'm sure,
Enough to foy a pure-bred epicure,
But simply lacks the action
That brings inward satisfaction,
That keeps you in the pink
And out of I-I ell's abysmal sink.
And lest some think that vice
Is but a private matter,
Let them recall that lice
From one to others scatter.
So though he'd mther sin through life
Until it's time for dying,
You and I shall suffer strife
Until we send him flying.
-GARY L. BRANCAE

Editor's note: On the author's request, we print the following explanation:
This diatribe - the author wishes to make kno'vn - is merely directed against
Mr. Butala's A Saint Is Someone Who Can Wear Leotards Gracefully; in all
other respects, Mr. Brancae admires Mr. Butala's poetic achievements.
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Flash, Emerson, and ((Circles"

The key to every man is hi thought. Sturdy and defying
though he look, he has a helm which he obey , which is the idea
after which all his facts are cia sified .. . The life of man is a
self-evolving circle, which from a ring imperceptibly small,
rushes on all sides outwards to new and larger circles, and that
without end ... Every ultimate fact i · only the first of a new
series ... There is no outside, no inclosing wall, no circumference to us . . . 1en cease to interest us when we find their
limitations. Th e only sin is limitation . . . Infinitely alluring and
attractive was he to you yesterday, a great hope, a sea to wim
in; now you have found his shores, found it a pond, and you
care not if you ever see it again.
-from Emerson's "Circles"

BE Flask a moment; rather, since I do not want to be him, I shall
I SHALL
take him, steal him is the better phrase, from Melville's Chapter XCIX,
entitled "The Doubloon," a chapter of circles - and Emerson would like that;
and Melville will not mind, though Hawthorne would, if I take the hca1t of
Flask and what there is of mind and transport all across a century of time.
Flask and his doubloon - in a room with Emerson. Such a syncopation.
The two, of course, have never met, not face to face, though probably mind
to mind (one mind unaware), for Emerson, I "k11ow, conceived a Flaskian
type, oceans of him, when he '"'rote "the only sin is limitation"; so that,
though Emerson does not know him yet, he sits across from the embodiment
of sin, sin in his terms.
And Flask does not know Emerson, and does not care about him, nor
would he, ever, but especially not now in his simplistic confrontation of the
doubloon. The Doubloon. A coin. A round coin. A circle.
In silence, Emerson looks to Flask and measmes and becomes new with
each moment that he measures, and rushes on all sides outwards to new and
larger circles, and runs frightened from limitation, and runs and rushes in
impermanence and fluidity and is volatile and is organic in the room. But the
room remains the same and Flask remains the same; and the room looks
permanent ("until its secret is known") and Flask looks permanent (until his
secret is known) and Emerson looks permanent, which is the irony. And Flask
seems a circle that is not self-evolving; he remains imperceptibly small, a hub
-
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without a wheel, without the power to move. ,\nd Emerson whirls in circular
orbits of self on and up and out, but sits alone with Flask, sti ll, quiet,
composed. Ancl Flask (a bit of bottled ocean, the mallest understandable
part) confronts the dilemma of doubloon.
FLASK speaks: I sec nothing here', but a round thing made of gold . . .
EMERSO~: What is your name?
FLASK: ~I y name is Flask. And J sec nothing here, but a round thing made
of gold.
EMERSO:\': Look at me. What do you see?
FLASK: I sec nothing, but a man.
EMERSON: Look at my eyes; wh at do you see?
FLASK: I see nothing - but eyes, that are dark.
EMERSO : The eye is th e first circle; the horizon which it forms is the
second.
FLASK: The eye is an eye - it sees what is there and forms nothing.
EMEHSO : Our life is an apprenticeship to the truth that around every
circle another can be drawn; that there is no end in nature, but every
end is a beginning.
FLASK: Every beginning is an end. Our life is an apprenticeship to the h·uth
that circles have no handl es with which to hold them and to hold is
to examine and to examine is to know and to know is to enjoy and to
enjoy is to laugh - to laugh at cu·cles. And truth is a cu·cle.
EMERSO T: What do you do?
FLASK: I kill whales.
EMERSON: Why?
FLASK: For doubloons- pockets full of them.
EMERSO : Who arc your friends
FLASK: Whalemen- harpoon-wieldi11g whalemen called Stubb and Starbuck
and Ishmael.
EMERSO : A man's growth is seen in the successive choirs of his friends.
For every hiend whom he loses for truth, he gains a better. I thought as
I walked in the woods and mused on my friends, why should I play with
them this game of idolatry. As soon as you once come up with a man's
limitations, it is all over with him. Infillitely allurillg and attractive was
he to you yesterday, a great hope, a sea to swim ill; now, you have found
his shores, found it a pond, and you care not if you ver see it agaill.
Truly, then, a man's growth is seen in the successive chou·s of his hiends.
FLASK: A man's growth is seen in his weight and ill his height. A man's
hiends are his friends. And )jmitation is a circle, without handles, to
laugh at. And I laugh at you. I know a man whose name is Ahab. H e is
a man like you. And sometime, somehow, somewhere, he caught himself
upon a cu·clc - like yours. He thought it was a cu·cle - round, and
smooth, and perfect, and endless. But it was a spring, a gyre, that in its
wending ways went up and up and he was at the bottom once. On the
sprillg hom bottom to top were his friends . And as he climbed th spring,
he foW1d new friends, and each was a great hope, a sea to swim ill, so to
speak, but every breast sb·oke upwards toward new friends was a salt
kick backwards ill the eyes of old friends; and I was an old friend, and
I am debris ill his wake. And Ahab nears the top of the gyre with oceans
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of human debris in his wake, ancl his friends are few, and he has found
them to be, as you say, little ponds, and he has found their shores, and he
cares not if ver he sees them again. But hen ust reach the top of the gyre.
EMERSON: But why do you laugh at me? I am not Ahab. ~ly circles arc
not spring .
FLASK: Look at me. What do you see?
EMERSO : I see a man with infinite capabilities that he must ]cam how to
use. I see a man on the mysterious ladder of circles; the steps are action ;
th e new prospect i power. Your circle of self is small but each new
thought sees you rushing on all side outwards to new and larger circles,
and that without end.
FLASK: And that is why I laugh at you and at your cir les. You speak of
ladders which have steps, and steps can be bottom as well as top. And
I am bottom. You speak of the truth that around every circle another can
be drawn, and the dravro circles get larger and larger, but what of those
within which are smaller and smaller. And I am the smallest. And you
find yourself well up the ladd er and you find yomself a larger circle.
Earlier, you asked my name. I am Flask. I am a small er circle of
Melville, who has overflowed my bounds toward bigger and larger
circles. But he was Flask or could not create me and he was Stuhb and
then Starbuck and then Ah ab - the larger circles of ~l elvill e, each th e
overflow of th e form er. And I know Melville because Melville is me, and
since this is so, I have been Ahab and I have been Starbuck and I have
been Stubb. I have been to the larger circles and have come back. I
have been to the top of the ladder and have d scended to the bottom
steps. And my name is F lask, and th at is all, and that is what I prefer.
And when I look at you, I see nothing but a man, and that is all, and
that is what I prefer. But that is not all. \i'/h en I look at you I see a larger
circle too, like Ahab's, beyond which is another circle, which Melville
found and wrote of, which Ahab died pmsuing, which you may find and it is yoms. Melville called this larger circle Pip and Pip was insane
and spoke in circles: "I look, you look, he looks; we look, ye look, they
look." And I am Flask. And after Flask comes Stubb, and after Stubb,
Starbuck, and after Starbuck, Ahab and Emerson and th en Pip. And
after all, comes Flask again - a step away from Pip, who is the larges t
circle and the smallest too.
I spurn your circles and I laugh at you. But the laugh of Flask
is better than th e laugh of Pip, and the laugh of Pip is better than
the laugh of Ahab, who, with oceans of human debris in his wake
remains sensitive.
EMERSO : The eye is the first circle; the horizon which it forms is
the second.
FLASK: The heart is the first circle and the last, and I denounce it in myself
before I denounce it in others, as you have done, and Ahab. And I look
to the doubloon and to your circles- and I see nothing, but round things.
F lask and his doubloon in a room with Emerson. Such a syncopation.
-DAVID
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f. LaGUARDIA

Untitled
Soft on the leaves
A young soldier has fallen
and the old men in their whiskey breath
bully the air with nods and mumble
of the old days and the old wars
and point a finger at the trees and swear
theu'lllive forever.

- DA IEL KOPKAS

•

St~nday

Night
Th e sound of dry leaves
scratching the hard cement
shatters child dreams.
It pierces through the shadows
penetrating pink loving walls
and stumbling over a castle,
until, weak,
it dies away
choked by greedy silence.

-GIACOMO STRIULI
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